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Cleveland, O., July 17. "Maccabee
week," or the quadriennial meeting
of the supreme tent of the Knights
of the Maccabees of the World, be
of
gan today with an attendance
thousands of members of the order
from many parts of the United States
and Canada. It is the first time In
the history of the order that Its su
preme lawmaking body has met out
side of Michigan, the executive off!
ces of the organization being situat
ed in Detroit, and it has been planned
to make It the greatest gathering
ever held by the order. A class of
2,500 members will be initiated, and
23,000 Maccabees will participate in
the parade.
The reports to oe pre
sented to the convention by the su
preme officers show the order to be
in a highly flourishing
condition,
both numerically and financially. Or
ganizations now exist in sixty states,
territories and provinces, the total
300.000,
membership approximating
with over 5,000 subordinate tents.
Since its organization the order has
paid out $38,000,000 in benefits, and
has over $10,000,000 in surplus ben
efits.

CHOLERA RAGES

TO OBSERVE FEAST DAY
On Wednesday of next week, July
26, the people of Agua Zarca will celebrate the feast day of St. Anne, the

SCOTLAND

MIMIC WAR IS

patron saint of the village. In accord
ance with an old custom the day will
be observed with much pomp And
ceremony. In the morning mass will
be sung in honor of St Anne In the
parish church and in the evening ves
pers will be chanted. During the day
SIX IMMIGRANTS
SUCCUMB
TO there will be a
big picnic with speech
DETENAT
ASIATIC PLAGUE
e? and various races, contests ' and
other amusements. The committee in
TION HOSPITAL
charge of the program is arranging th
most pretentious celebration ever held
LATEST VICTIM WAS A BOY in Agua Zarca, The
people of the
village feel that they have been bless
ed this season by favorable weather ATTEMPT WILL
EXTRAORDINARY
PRECAUTIONS
the prospects for large crops and
RUN LINE OF
and
TAKEN BY QUARANTINE
will
God
thanks
to
and
give
Anne
St
TERIES AND
OFFICIALS
for their prosperity. Many Las Vegas people are planning to attend the
BIPLANE
FOR
OF THE DISEASE celebration.
15 CASES

BEING

IN NEW YORK

WELCOMES

KING

TWELVE KILLED

Edlnburg, July 17. Without a discordant note was the enthusiastic
welcome extended to the king and
queen upon their arrival here today
for a four-dayvisit in Scotland.
Though the hour of arrival this morn
ing was rather early a vast crowd
assembled about the Caledonian rail
AT
road station and cheer after cheer
Went up as their majesties, who were
REGULAR TROOPS AND STATE accompanied by the Prince of Wales THROUGH
EXPRESS, CARRYING
and Princess Mary, were (formally
NATIONAL
GUARD TO DEMANY TOURISTS, DERAILED
received by the Duke of Connaught
AT MULLHEIM
FEND THE CITY
and escorted to the carriages in
which they were driven to Holyrood
ATTACK DY HOSTILE FLEET palace, where they are to reside SCORES
WEREJLSO INJURED
during their stay in Edlnburg.
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DIAZ GOING TO PARIS

OCCURRED

AS TRAIN

WAS ENTERING RAILROAD
Bad Nauhren,
July 17. General
Porflrlo Diaz, the former president of
STATION
Mexico, is preparing to leave for
Paris, being advised by a consulting
SCOUT
DUTY physician here not to take the waters FOUR C0ACHES
TELESCOPED
ASSAILANT LODGED IN JAIL
on account of his age. His health.
REAL ESTATE MEN MEET
AVIATOR
ELY
WILL
ASSIST however, appears excellent.
From IN THESE CARS WERE RIDING
EXPERT
FEDERAL
HIS VICTIM IS AT LAS VEGAS HOS
Denver. Colo., July 17. Although
Paris, Dia2 will go to Switzerland,
DEFENDERS IN REPULSING
VICTIMS OF HORRIFYING
ING WITH MUNICIPAL HEALTH
PITAL WHERE RECOVERY
the convention of the National Asso
where he will remain throughout the
.INVADERS
DISASTER
AUTHORITIES
IS EXPECTED
ciation of Real Estate Exchanges
summer.
will not get fully under way until to
morrow a great majority of the dele
San Francisco, July 17. "War was
As the result of a shooting affray
Mullhelm,
Germany, July 17. A
ANNUAL MEETING
New York, July 17. Another death
arrived in Denver today. The declared at 10:01 this morning, when
ELKS' $1,250,000 HOME
gate
which occurred last night at 12 o'clock
from Basel, Switzerthrough
express
The annual meeting of the stock
from Asiatic cholera occurred at the
initial session will be called to order maneuvers in which United States
New York, July 17. Hundreds of
Modesto Martinez is lying on a cot at
holders of the Las Vegas Improvement land, for Berlin, crowded with a heavy
Island hospital during tomorrow
Swineburne
afternoon. Governor
troops at the Presidio, nine compa
the Las Vegas hospital with a bullet Elks from all parts of the country, the night, making the total six. The
will be held Monday,' Aug- tourist traffic, was wrecked here toof
naColorado
and Mayor Speer nies of coast artillery of the Califor company,
have
been
their
who
attending
hole through his left shoulder and
21
3
was
at
Francis
latest
victim
o'clock p. m., at the stated day. Eleven persona are known to
Farander, of Denver will welcome the visitors.
st,
tional reunion at Atlantic City, came
nia National Guard and several naval
Vivian Chavez is In the- county Jail.
14.
office
in
Aetna
aged
Building association have been killed, while scores ot othPresident Alexandfer S. Taylor of vessels will take part, officially beto New York today especially to Iners were injured, many of them seMartinez's chances for recovery are
from
the
cholera
to
bar
The
rooms
on
Plaza.
the
fight
Cleveland will deliver an address and gan.
the newly erected home of the
said to be good, though it was at first spect
York
continued
riously. The train was drailert whtln
New
of
today, the annual reports will be presented
New York lodge No. 1., B. P. O. E., port
The maneuvers will
culminate
the station and four coaches
the
a
with
entering
reported that his death was likely to located in West Forty-thir- d
expert
helping
(federal
street,
by Secretary R. Bruce Douglas
Thursday in an attempt by the gun CAMPAIGN
The bullet,
occur at any moment.
were telescoped.
The 248 Milwaukee and Treasurer James
PROMISES
Just off Broadway. It is a twelve-stor- y local health department.
boat Marblehead and a fleet of tugs
which was of .41 caliber, passed
Up to this evening the dead had
structure with a roof garden persons who arrived here two weeks Blake of St. Louis.
towing targets to represent a hostile
the
not been identified and it was lmous-are
through the shoulder, crushing
The building ago on the steamer Moltke and
and two basements.
MUST
fleet, to pass the fortifications of the
shoulder blade, and came out at the with its equipment cost $1,250,000.
still under observation will undergo
BEJNNOUNCED sible to learn whether there were
Golden Gate and land a force with
examinations and a more rigid quar CONSECRATED
any Americans among the victims.
tack, directly opposite the spot where
AS
in San Francisco Bay.
The accident occurred as the train
antine will be enforced at Swine
It entered. The bullet is lodged in
BILL
PUBLICITY
SO
AMENDED
AS
During the maneuvers exhaustive
from the south was entering
burne Island, where fifteen cases of
coming
the skin and had not been recovered SENATOR TERRELL
tests of the wireless telephone will
TO BE 8WEEPING IN ITS
the
station.
The locomotive was de
the disease are confined, with four
late this afternoon.
s
BISHOP OF DALLAS be made. George Loose, inaFarman-CurtlsPROVISIONS
railed and was followed from the
others under suspicion.
According to the story told by Chahas
detailed
been
for
biplane
OF GEORGIA QUITS These cases, with the six deaths
rails by four cars, a first-clasa sec
vez and a woman whose name Is
scout duty with the defending forces.
s
17.
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since
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Washington, July
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a man to report what es.
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each
ing of Martinez, the shooting was the ACTING ON TELEGRAPHIC RE brought the germ here from Naples,
cessful landing aboard the cruiser simply requires
CEEDS
LATE
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to
of
into the sen other. At the same time the remain
he
the
show
the reality
the danger
money
spent
get
result of an attempt on the part of
Pennsylvania is expected to arrive
endorses his right to ing cars were thrown to the opposite
SERVICES IMPRESSIVE
QUEST, HIS NAME IS STRICKcity faces from the epidemic now
Chavez to act as peacemaker in the
in the week to take part In the ate, virtually
early
hlB election," declared Senator side of the track and piled up agatist
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MarEurope.
and
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Tex.,
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ed churchmen frou many dioceses
east of the Santa Fe
Washington, July 17. Senator Ter
A. S. '
today. Senator Lodge of Massachus three- - coaches' of - the -- train escaped
extreme north end of the city. The rell of Georgia ceased to be a mem- ceiving great attention and Dr.
today attended the consecration of
Paris, July 17. John W. GateT etts, "declared that the whole
of the port, has Rev. Joseph P.
pur death or injury. .'
Lynch as , Roman the American financier, who is des
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know
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public
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money
only
statement.
exactly
sion to the late Bishop Dunne. The comfortable night. He continues to
When investigating the case this telegraphic request to Vice President
spent and how it Is handled; that three have been identified. Most of
Dr. Doty says that the cholera solemn service was held in the Cathgain slowly.
morning, Sheriff Secundino Romero Sherman this morning, the senate
the
one
in
received
can
theory is that money publicly ac the injured 'were from Basil and
way
be
edral of the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
was told that Martinez had objected ordered that Mr. Terrell's name be germ
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penses not only after election as at
,
Little Rock and Bishop Gallagher of
to do so. Last night Martinez, still successor.
but also during the fifteen
coun Galveston. The sermon was preach
present,
Charles
Dushkins,
However,
Senator Terrell's telegram read:
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angered at the presence ot the girls,
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election.
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The Colossal ilagnitude of the
Values Offered
Command Your Attention.

Our Sensational Price
Reduction Sale
Scores a LightningLike Success.

Quick as a flash the savings which this sale offers, became known and thethrongs upon throngs which
wended their way to this store to share in the UNPRECEDENTED LOW PRICE OFFERING almost overwhelmed us and this in the face of the fact we had additional help in all departments.

Even if you have not planned purchasing the sensational character of the values offered would be
bound to interest you particularly when you realize that these vigorous price cuts have bem made on the
very goods you have admired and bought, having felt glad to buy such superior quality merchandise at our

If the success of this sale is to be gauged by the enthusiastic buying of the first day then it will indeed
be the master merchandising event of our career and our FORCED REDUCTION of stock will soon be

regular price.
In no respect can this event be compared to any Sale of the past, for, having reached the height of our
value giving its values are ABSOLUTELY IMPOSSIBLE OF DUPLICATION.

.accomplished.

.

EVERY DEPARTMENT

EVERYTHING

EVERYTHING

Contributes to this Sale, Hosiery, Underwear, Belts, Bags, Neckwear, Silks, Shirts, Ribbons, Laces, Embroideries, Shoes, and Men's
Wear are all specially priced for this Sale, Prices reduced from '

to

One-Fourt- h

One-Hal-

f

.In Women's Millinery, Children's Headwear, Women's Parasols, Children's
Parasols, and all Lawns, Batistes and Dimities, during our "Live Wire" Sale
for just One

e
In Women's Tailored Suits,
Wash Suits, Silk Dresses, Wash
Dresses and Lingerie Waists, during our "Live Wire" Sale for just one- two-piec-

Half Price

Half Price

FOR. CASH ONLY.

Z6TABLSHED 786Z

FOR CASH ONLY

"
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San Carlos and Verde valleys.
Coleman was an expert .with lari
at and gun and S'Therman being n
apt pupil, soon became his equal ami
his quickness with his gun on several
occasions saved his own and Cole
man's life. One time at a dance at
the J. H. ranch a dispute arose be
other drop. Kroenig returned to Fort tween Coleman and a tenderfoot
Union and looked, around. There stood
prospector as to which had engaged
the abandoned remains of Fort Bar one of the women present for a cer
clay at the confluence of the Sapello tain dance. The miner called Coleand the Capulina with the Mora. W. man a bully and Coleman showed his
H. Moore went security for the pur resentment by pulling
his
gun
chase of the property which was and commanding
the miner to
bought for 1 9,000. Within two years dance, and dance fast, while bullets
while running the place as a ranch
the floor in close proxim
he made $280,000. Whenever a bunch punctured
to his shuffling feet. Coleman
ity
of burros got into the enclosure and danced with the
young lady.
tramped out the corn he collected
Later on down in Silver City, Nev
twenty-fiv- e
cents a hill for the dam
where Coleman was running
ages and with army hay at $60 a ton Mexico,
game, S'Therman got into
he just had to make money. No one a poker over
a Mexican woman and
had ever seen a mowing machine in trouble
to
had
leave
after shooting and se
that country where the Mexicans cut
wounding her sweetheart
the hay with hoes until Kroenig took verely next
showed up at Nogales,
They
one in.
where they worked for some
Arizona,
His marriage to the daughter of time. One
night, while in one of be
Watrous resulted In two children
Mexican dance halls,- a row was
Alexander and Louise. When these started between S'Therman and one
kids became half grown the old man of the musicians who
thought S'Ther
bought an old worn-ou- t
government man was paying too much attention
camel and made a big double saddle
for it. The kinder had a great time to one of the girls. Before anyone
a
riding the ship of the desert around could interfere the Mexican drew
the country and it was still there at knife and started for S'Therman.
the time Dick Head bought the His earthly career ended before he
Phoenix ranch from ehe Kroenig es had taken three steps.
tate in 1886. As to Poizell, he kept
His friends swore to kill S'Theron freighting for Monroe until one
man on sight and one of them atunfortunate
At the Aubrey
trip.
tempted to make good his threat a
crossing of the Arkansas west of few
nights afterwards while S'TherFort Dodge he saw a slab of bacon
man
and Coleman were standing at
and
side
the
it
trail
along
picked
a
bar
drinking. Drawing his knife,
up. That night in camp he ate som
of this bacon and was dead in an the Mexican quickly passed behind
hour. It had been poisoned and let them, made a lunge at S'Therman,
out for coyotes by some careless tra- who was at that instant gazing in
veler and thus it did its deadly work the mirror over the back bar. He saw
by finishing a good man.
the movement and ducking caught
The Two Doromios: The west has the knife in his left cheek. The
had its share of funny fellows and Mexican made a break for the door,
among these as we remember them which he reached Just in time to inwere Hugh Coleman and
Frank
tercept a bullet from SfTherman's
S'Therman.
Coleman was born in gun.
the early '60s on a ranch in southern
Concluding that it was a little too
Colorado. One of his favorite ex
hot for them around Nogales, Colepressions was that when he was
man and S'Therman went to Califorkid he was rocked to sleep by a
saddle on the back of a pinto. nia, finally coming back to AlbuS'Therman, better known as Hazel-wood- , querque, after several years' absence.
came from the bluegrass re- When the call came for volunteers at
gions of Kentucky, claiming Winches the outbreak of the Spanish-America- n
ter as his birthplace. Coleman and
war, both enlisted under asS'Therman first met at Colorado
names with Grigsby's rough
sumed
Springs and an intimate friendship
at once sprang up between them. riders. After the close of hostilities
returned to lAlbuquertiue
They traveled together for several Colemaa
years, 'going south into Arizona, and died at Pine, Arizona, a few
where they were employed for some years ago. S'Therman settled sometime on different ranches along the where in the east. Both men were

FRONTIER SKETCHES
The misfortunes ot an unfortunate
man played bob with Bill Kroenig
when he first came west The original account placed him on the overland trail around the Laramie plains
in 1849 and one tradition has it that
he was the fellow who planted the
powder on the Cache la Foudre, by
which act that stream was named.
Then he appeared at old Fort Massachusetts, where Fort Garland was
subsequently built. Here the Indians
got him and he had all kinds of grief
until he escaped and found his way
to Taos.
Next he appeared about 1860 on the
Huerfano but through all these adventures he never amounted to anything, nor Bhowed the mettle in his
rugged teutonic nature until 1863,
when his real life began. Pandora's
box opened up some great possibilities for him in Kansas City when
the old squaw man Bob Poizell picked him up. He was still a soldier of
fortune, 'a man without a country,
with no place to lay his head so far
as home and mother were concerned.
Poizell was the wagon master for
William H. Moore's freight outfit on
the Santa Fe trail and as the boss of
twelve trail wagons and as many
teams he was something of
an element in the trend of this little story.
Poizell employed young Kroenig as
him
mule whacker and brought
through to Fort Union, New Mexico,
where he secured a better Job as
clerk to the quartermaster. Colonel
McFarran Enis. The gay life around
the post was a trifle too speedy for
young Kroenig and he fell into the
drink habit so completely that he
lost his Job. Then he went to Trinidad for a big spree with John Skelly,
lost his dinero and concluded that
the only way out for such a fizzle was
to kill himself. He secured an old
horse pistol and went up onto the
rlmrock of Powell canyon. There he
had a session with himself as men do
under like circumstances and after
thinking it all over lie and thought,
.agreed that the whole business was a

six-mu- le

dog-fal- l.
.

The pfsto!

was

thrown over into

the canyon and Bill Kroenig became
a new man. He never drank an

i

Pittsburg are nicely bunched and running strong.
If Vin Campbell can get in condition he will be a great help to the
Pittsburg team. Vim showed lots of
class with the Pirates last season.
team doesn't
Playing with a tail-enstem to bother Bill Sweeney, of the
Boston Rustlers. Bill is in the game
al the time, and fighting until the last
man is out.
"King" Cole, of the Cubs, has shav
ed the top of his head to keep the
hair from falling out. And he used
to be a barber and sell bunk restorative stuff to his customers.
What difference in the two St. Loui
teams this season! The Cardinals are
right on the job, while the Browns
are down so low that they have nearly
dropped out of the American league
standing. r

musicians above the ordinary and at
different times were engaged with
theatrical
traveling
companies
through the southwest. Both posses
sed fine voices and on many a wild
night the restless herds they were
watching were quieted and stam
pedes averted by the songs sung in
their rich baritone voices while they
The story of
circled the bunch.
these men is only the untold tale of
thousands of others quite as nomadic,
daring and good natured as were
these two dromios of the lariat. We
have known these peculiar specimens of inordinate humanity by the
thousand and so have you. We have
also known worse people and so have
Lute Wilcox in Denver Field
you.
'
and Farm.

BASEBALL

d

NOTES

conditions have been most favorable.
The absence of rain lately will make
the carrying quality of the fruit exceptionally good. C. A. Coggins, pres
ident of M. O. Coggina company, is
on the ground personally superintend
ing the loading and shipment of the
fruit, in conjunction with W. I. Gif- ford. This concern will also have the
marketing of large quantities of other
fruits, including apples, produced in
the Pecos valley.

EDITORS

GATHER

IN DETROIT

convention of the National Editorial
association, which will hold forth here-durinthe next four days, with head
quarters at the Hotel Pontchartrainv
Today was devoted chiefly to the re
ception of the arrivals. Automobiles
were placed at the disposal of the visitors and points of interest abou the
city were visited. Nearly 'one hun
dred papers and adre4ses on subject
of Interest to every newspaper editor
or publisher have been prepared for
presentation to the convention. The-association also will discuss and act
upon a plan for reorganization.
A
tour of the lakes and the St. Lawrence, which will consume more than
a week, will be begun by many of the
delegates next Friday.

Detroit, Mich., July 17. About four
hundred editors of country newspa
pers many of them accompanied by
membera of their families, arrived In
Detroit today from all parts of the
country. They come for the purpose
Lots of high ideals are found at tha
of attending the twenty-sixtannual bottom of the ladder.
h

rf

-

i

WITH THE BOXERS
"Big Ed" Walsh is pitching regular
championship ball far the Chicago
White Sox.
The Grand Rapids team of the Central league has been transferred to
,
Newark, O.
It is said that the Cubs are trying
to buy Downey from the Cincinnati
club.

Catcher Nunamaker, of the Boston
out of the game with a
'
badly split finger.
Elmer Frick, the old Cleveland player, now with Toledo, has decided to
quit the game and go into business
at Cleveland.
Owen Bush, of the Detroit Tigers,
is likely to lead both major leagues in
the number of runs scored duririg the
season.
Farmer Burns, who brought Frank
Cotch to the front as a wrestler, has
organized a baseball team and will
tour the western states.
Manager Jimmy McAleer will pick
an
team to oppose the Naps
In Cleveland in a benefit game for
'
the family of Addle Joss.
Mr. Franceto
Sanguineta Pizola,
otherwise "Ping Bodie, continues to
clout the ball and play a good game
ia the field for the White Sox.
The National league race is a
power "dingsnorter,"
Chicago,
New York, St. Louis, Philadelphia and
Red Sox, is

.

all-st-

e

f

Matty Baldwin has received an

fer from a New York boxing

of-

club, to

The right powder
at the right price

meet Matt Wells, the English champion.
An effort is being made to match
Jack O'Brien and Leo Houck for a
bout to be held at a Philadelphia baseball park.
Promoter Mcintosh, matching Bill
Lans to meet Jack Johnson on Easter One cent an ounce
23 ounces for 23 cents is the right
Monday, caused about as much noise price to pay for baking powder. It's the price
as a whisper in a boiler factory.
While taking his morning run In
KBVCAN GUARANTSi
preparation for his recent bout with
Young Togo, Harry Forbes got near
the Oklahoma state penitentiary,
where guards, looked for escaped consells for. Do not pay more; it's a waste of
victs, twice chased and detained him.
K C Baking Powder is pure, wholesome money.
and ef-

BAKING

POWDER

PEACHES IN NEW MEXICO
Carlsbad, N. M., July 17. Shipments
of peaches are now going forward from
here. The Rio Pecos Orchard com

pany and the Carlsbad Fruit Growers'
association are the principal car lot
shippers, and have contracted with
the M. O. Coggins company of Pittsburg, for the handling and distributJAQUESMFG.CO.
ing of their fruit. Quite a number of
cars have been loaded and are rolling
to the eastern markets The quality 25
of the fruit this season is exceptionally good, and promises to continue so
throughout the season, as weather

fective in action. Results are sure and certain.
A trial will not only convince, but make
yoa
a firm, fast friend. You
really ought to know
for yourself what a wonderful baking
help K C
Baking Powder is.

Send for the K C Cook's Book
It's FREE
The K C Cook's Book, containing 90
tested, easily,
made recipes sent free upon
receipt of the colored cer.
tificate packed m the
can. Send it
,
25-ce-

Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago

to'lay.
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FADS AND
FASHIONS

NEW YORK HOPES COWBOY S OAKED LAS VEGAS MAN

mm

TO

New York, July 17. At this time for the
of course they
shore,
of the year the selection ol a suitable are much worn.though
The cotton et amines
outfit for the summer outing la a mat- and
voiles, utterly devoid of stiffenter of serious consideration.
The ing,
their freshness better than
keep
choice depends in a great measure
batistes and other materials
linens,
the
where one Intends to

ELIMINATE
THE HEAT

IN BATH TUB

HELPS CAPTURE

TWOJOURS

PICKPOCKETS

ATTACHES
ARTIFICIAL
MAY DO DENVER
COOLING
HOTEL
HENDERAWAY WITH SWELTERING
GRANT
THOUGHT
but of course
WEATHER IN SUMMER
DROWNED
HAD
SON
lat-

.

3

T
Get Viss cn Gloves
Ym know it'a vxnntfvt a bmy cheap glow.
The- - mk through with ittia, wUf ud oti fear-oca artcr wetting aom protect your moo.
WAMtAl1' f'.loraa mr thn moat mMnlHl
rtowa. Tbey wear kmrest ud fact beat, fciarav
3 rath't Celebrated HoracuKk oaed ia tbaat toataaox.
CMdar sad btmX proof.

i"As!icstor Glove 5

STEPHEN E. BOOTH AS
SISTED IN CHASE OF CROOK8

JUDGE

upon
plaoe
of similar character,
IN SAN FRANCISCO
spend the summer months. A fash- if one deos
not mind pressing the
ionable seashore resort demands an
outfit different from that which would ter out after each wearing they may New York, July 17. That New
Judge Stephen E. Booth formerly
Denver, July 17. Grant Henderson,
be suitable for a more popular resort be made to give excellent service.
York will be the first city in the a
cowboy from of Las Vegas and still well known
lean, weather-whippeand of course, the same may be said The trig little coats known as top world to be cooled
during near Socorro, N. M., registered at the by many people of this city, particias to the requirements for mountain coats are smarter than ever this sea- the summer monthsartificially
as soon as an .Vadium
son. They have lost that unsightly,
or lakeside resorts.
hotel, Cleveland place, yes- pated in an exciting chase after two
efficient system for accomplishing
White serge is an excellent material skimpy air that they bore last autumn
afternoon for room and bath. pickpockets in San Francisco recent- terday
this result Is completed is the most
for shore resorts or yachting and wo- and are cut on entirely different lines,
He was particular about the bath.
Though 82 years of age Judge
men whose summer plans Include a many having the fronts cross each striking result of the recent hot wave The clerk, assigned him to a room Booth displayed remarkable ability.
which in five
caused more than
sojourn on the sea Bhore will find it o'her, and while there Is no waf'j of ICO deaths anddays
San Francisco paper describes the
that had a special
tub, in
1,000 prostranearly
themalmost indispensable to provide
affair as follows:
the effect is far less confin tions and kept the ambulances tear- stalled for long men.
material,
selves with one or two frocks of
Soon afterwards the rush of water
Deputy District Attorney Philip M.
ing and there Is a bit of fullaese at ing through the streets to such an
weight serge in white or in stripes the
and
was
of Oakland was one of the
in
heard
tub.
It
the
Carey
uarrow
resplashed,
a
back
Introduced
extent
the
that
through
city thoroughfares
of black upon a white ground. These
and eshoed through the cor- principals In an exciting chase which
Kurgled,
is
an
The
enormous
sembled
the
racetrack.
Sometimes
arranged
plait
plait.
or
home
at
can
be
made
frocks
easily
can be purchased for very little at the in the form of a floating panel similar possibility of providing a municipal ridor. Ever and again would come the ended In the capture of John Crane,
pickpocket who had robbed Judge
to that seen on skirts and gowns; cooling system has been discussed splatter and roar of a water riot, like
.shops.
The white silk, serge, which is found then again the entire skirt of the coat before, but nothing has ever Deen the summer siesta of a walrus. The Stephen E. Booth of Elmhurst, as he
in many qualities tn the fashionable will be fulled onto a short waist, giv done because of the fact that it has clerks heard the water and passed on, was boarding a Western Pacific train
A half hbur later a couple of mes at Third and Washington streets yes.shops may be made up on severely ing It a decided empire effect. Such been thought that the expense of
d
installation
too
its
be
would
In
dressier
great senger boys arrived with parcels. The terday afternoon.
tailored lines or
garment of silkrserge, mohair, ponAs Booth was entering a car he
fashion, and a little heavy lace, gee, shantung and heavy linen. Big Now, however, the realization has man In the tub refused to be disturbIrish or filet by preference, is often buttons add much to the finished gar come that it would work tremendous ed. They deposited their packages was jostled by two men, but paid no
ueed as trimming, appearing In the ment regardless of the material from economies. Experts who have looked outside the door and left. For half an attention to the incident until he put
into the matter figure that every stif hour longer the rush of water continu his hand in his pocket to get a coin
.shape of a big collar if in nothing which it Is cut.
else. Embroidered muslin may be us-e-d The Idea of wearing shapely collars ling summer . day causes a loss of ed, swelling at times like the batter to buy an afternoon paper. On discov
at least half a million dollars to the of the surf.
as a collar in place of the lace, of
ering that his purse containing J 28
black hemstitched chiffon cloth is
colbusiness interests through the
a
city's
shows
a
model
nd ocasionally
D.
Mrs.
was missing he gave the alarm.
L.
of
the
Evans,
are
on
white
proprietress
attractive. The collars
put
decreased efficiency of labor of all
lar of hemstitched chiffon in black or blouses, on
heard
water
sound
at
of
the
the
hotel,
Carey, who was already seated In
colored
marquisette kinds under the existing conditons.
light
intervals as she was passing. At the the train, had seen the affair, and
bright color, falling over a collar of gowns, on black frocks when they are
day when the thermometer end of an hour
the silk or a collar of striped silk in overlaid with a shallow collar of white Every
and a half, Mrs. Evans when Booth told of having been rob
shows ninety degrees or over means
black and white or white and color. Irish lace or white chiffon cloth, also
with
their clerks as to bed, he Jumped Into action. He saw
decked
up
a decrease in working efflcency of
On the white serge frocks and coats hemstitched.
how long the water had been run one of the men enter a rest room.
is
about
it
cent,
figured.
forty per
similar collar and trimming ideas are These collars are not always In Moreover, practically every kind of ning.
By experience
they agreed throw away the purse, come out and
in
one-ton-e
satin
exploited and .plain
sailor shape. They vary con- business feels the effect through that an hour and a half was the long join his companion. Carey was a few
strict
4lack or bright color Is also used for siderably. The points may run out slackened public Interest. Altogether est a person could sleep In a bathtub feet behind them and his cry of "stop
An exceedingly
relieving touches.
to the sleeves and the back and front, the loss of half a million dollars a day of running water, no matter what his thief" startled the two men who fled
frock costume
and
coat
in opposite directions. Carey pursued
chic little
cut
oft In straight line
Again, the is considered a conservative estimate. condition. Few people occupied the
of fine white serge falls low over a collar may be as deep as a bib in the Even at this figure the total for the tub that long in the morning, if ever, Crane Into the Newport barroom near
skirt band of black, satin was seen the back and sharpened oft to points In hot period comes close to $23,000,000, She told the clerk to go investi the depot, and held him until Policeother day. Black satin was also used front. One can buy them In the shops which would pay twice over the inter- gate. A knock brought no response. man Tillotaon arrived and handcuffed
for the collar, cuffs and sash belt of but it is better to get' the hemstitched est on the sum which it is estimated A hammering brought quiet in the him.
"The other man made good his es
the jaunty short coat, as weil as for material by the yard and cut them ac- would be necessary to supply cool air tub, and the cowboy to the door.
to the city during the summer along
me
to
want
do
disturb
but the police have an excellent
What
cape
you
the buttons on the costume.
to
wearer.
desire
of the
the
cording
the same lines, though on a for?" asked the cowboy.
Another modish white serge had big
description of him.
coat3 for children are made exactly
Lingerie
as those by which heat
"We feared you had gone to sleep
"Judge Booth Is 82 years of age, but
Tevers of hemstitched purple chiffon ol dotted Swiss over pale rose or blue larger scale,
is
the great office build- in the tub and might drown." to
coat
supplied
of
the
showed considerable spryness In fol
draped across the front
china silk. These, with the lovely
in winter. The solution of the
"Drown! I with 1 could. I've heard lowing the chase, abandoning his profrom the right shoulder to the left side lingerie hats shown In the best shops, ings
has of course not yet been of
problem
buttons
line.
that death, but never feared it. posed trip to Los Angeles to follow
Big
waist
the
high
of
make cool, attractive costumes for the worked out, but its actual value In
haven't been so wide awake in months Crane to the police station to identify
were embroidered in purple and a pur- little ones.
dollars and cents makes Its ultimate
line.
For six months I've been gasping down him and swear to a complaint for
For slippers soft little crushed ro- arrival seem inevitable.
ple cordeliere defined the waist
on those plains in New Mexico for grand larceny,"
But the best looking of the white settes of tulle or chiffon, in some Inwater. There wasn't even dew to
serges and white and black stripe stances sprinkled with crystal beads
bi.the in. I made up my mind as soon
LAST OF BULL. WILL CASE
woolens are the more simply tailored tj resemble dew, are exceedingly pretHughes to Investigate
models with color introduced but light- ty, as are also the buckles of pearl Inreturnlng here this week in the as i rouna water enougn to cover BiddefordMe., July 17. The final
modI was going to stay in It all day. hearing on the contest of the will of
' '
ly if used at all. Some French col- cr colored bead a.
role of expert investigator, to labor me,
I
off the first of the week, and Mrs. Ole Bull, widow of the famous
laid
of
in
silk
bright
sfttched
els are
In an official capacity in this state
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
came
to
Denver, and now I want that violinist, will be held here tomorrow,
Alor and have touches of the same cohe
left.
for the first time since
when the three wills, made by Mrs.
Gover-ne- r bath."
lor about the collar and girdle. Coloformer
for
Washington,
bany
He returned to the tub and the play Bull, will be disposed of by an agreeII SOCIAL
red linen too is usedl upon white serge, COMPANY
Hughes starts on what may be
dull blue, bright brown, rose or green
termed the second lap of one of the of the waters continued for anothe ment between counsel of both sides
and ratified by the court. This will
most meteoric careers In politcal half hour.
linen' forming collar, cuffs and perhaps
CLUB IS ORGANIZED
in
model
is making i ar bring to an end a contest which has
One
bands.
good
Today Henderson
history. As an Investigator and an
trimming
He was lasted two months and which has atunraveUer of tangled problems, he is rangements to leave town.
white serge had linen trimmings in
Mrs. Bull's
dull blue, and upon this blue linen J. D. POWERS ELECTED PRESI- apparently unrivalled and it was his asked If he was going back to New tracted wide attention.
residence was in this county,
ability, in this field which first Mexico,
legal
were narrow bands of white linen set
ALSO
DENTCONSTITUTION
;
"Not yet," he said. "I'm going to although she lived for a great part of
brought him into general prominwith lines of little black buttons.
ADOPTED
ence. His masterful handling of the California and lie in that surf for
linon
her life in Cambridge, Mass.
The
Collars and cuffs of white
life insurance investigation led to week, just to see1 if I can't get soaked will hearing brought out tales of
hemstitched in bright color are pretty
At a meeting In the armory Friday two terms as governor of this state
white serge
up PgainV
slrange practices of Raja Yoga, a
upon a simple, one-piethe formal organization of the and hence to an appointment as a
night
belt
When he was young, Henderson was Hindu philosophy, whose devotees
frock, and a cravat and leather
Company H Social club was com- member of the supreme court of the a fisher
believed themselves to be elevated
boy at Gloucester, Mass.
may repeat the bright color of the pleted. A constitution was adopted United States. Now he returns as
reto
the plane of the gods. The exact
serges
The
striped
Tiemstitching.
and the following permanent officers head of the commission which is
the all
terms
of the agreement have not been
than
less
even
trimming
were elected:
quire
confronted with the task of gathering
made public, but it Is known that Mrs.
white, trimming effects being achievJ. SX Powers, president; Inez Ma- evidence to determine what shall be
Ole Bulls Vaughan, Mrs. Bull's daughed by e'ever handling of the stripes, drid, first vice pressldent; Eugene the rate for the different grades of
ter and the contestant of the will, is
"but a mere dash of bright coW is Thornhlll, second vice president; Lul second-clas- s
mall mater. While this is
left as the sole legatee, and as adminsometimeB added to the white and Barela, secretary; Ramon TJHibarri, not such a task so far as the amount
istrator and trustees ot her mother's
Insurdeep
was
as
though
involved
the
rather bright
"black.
treasurer; Gregorlo Rublo, sergeant-at-arm- of money
estate.
of
is
ance
it
prohuge
assistant
shade of blue is used with white In
investigation,
Garcia,
Ralph
J. D. Powers, George portions and rendered still more difcertain light weight, striped woolen
E. Morrison and Edward Simpson, ficult because of its many ramificastuffs and silks and It makes up
When some people tell the truth
tions as a chief factor in the conduct
A touch or two of black board of trustees.
they ought to label it.
Plans for future social activity of the postofflce department Just
adds to the effectiveness of the Inwere
sometimes
and
discussed, and it was decided what changes may occur remains to
white
digo blue and
to arrange for numerous dances in be seen. Periodical publishers have
the
with
combined
is
blue
plain
the near future. Three new members protested against any change which Made
stripes.
Safe by Lydia E. Pinkham's
were Inltriated into the club, and will Increase their rate, and the railThis union of striped and plain
are
mails
the
roads
which
carry
was
initiation
their
Vegetable Compound.
heartily enjoyed
stuffs is seen throughout all fashion's
Just to show pleading for a readjustment of pay
are by the spectators.
makers
French
The
Graniteville, Vt "I was passing
ot earn a fair
province.
they were sports, two of the new which will allow them
the Change of Life and suffered
costumes
through
linen
out
coquettish
which
a
turning
plea
members boxed' five rounds after the return for this service,
t r o m nervousness
in
of
stripe
I and other
with skirts or frocks
has gained added weight since the ...
annoying
athletic
much,
is
There
meeting.
symptoms, and i
white and color and Jaunty coats talent In the company, and boxing report of the postmaster general that
can
truly say that
of plain linen in the color of tie stripe wrestling, basketball and Indoor base- out of about 400 roads investigated
E. Pinkham's
Lydia
comfrocks
d
linen
are losing money
Comand there are many
CmpHmlP.ldln
ball' will receive special attention. nearly
Vegetable
M
pound has proved
The gymnasium of the armory is under the present system of mail
bining plain and striped materials.
01OO.OOO.OO
of
worth
mountains
will
Linen is not an ideal material for new fully equipped, and la attractive pay, a condition which congress
I
gold to me, as it
restored mv health
seashore wear, as it becomes easily to persons interested in athletics. undoubtedly be called upon to remerailmussed la damp air and quickly los- For those less interested in athletics dy next winter. In additon the
Nnnever forget to tell
es the crisp freshness which Is Us there is the club room, which la way mall clerks have their grievancvvuaw
loitua
still
matters
iiij
thus
es,
complicating
much
is
It
Lvdia E. Pinkham's
chief charm. Nevertheless
abundantly provided with games, the
Governor
former
further.
Altogether
Vegetable Compound has done for me
current periodicals, and a small, but
worn at the shore.
Hughes returning here In the role during this trying period. Complete
use- rapldiy growing library.
club
The
make
exceedingly
silks
of
Some
which made him famous, that of in- restoration to health means so much
'
ful afternoon frocks for seashore has. receled numerous contributions vestigator, is likely to find himself to me that for the sake of other suffering women I am willing to make my
ser- of books, particularly along military
wear, and foulards are the most
of trouble public so you may publish
and these presents are of great confronted with a problem worthy
lines,
uncrushable,
of
coal,
viceable
all,
out the this letter." Mrs. Chas. Bakclat,
straightened
interest and profit 'to the members of the man who muddle.
R.F.D., Graniteville, Vt.
impervious to dampness, having
life Insurance
club.
the
No other medicine for woman's Ills
In fact all the qualities that defy sea
is
flrme-baslias received such
d
The company is now on a
and unare
smartly
foulards
air. Striped
qualified endorsement. No other medthan ever before and it is to be
made up In combination with plain kept up to a high plane of enthusi- HAY FEVER AND 8UMMER COLDS icine we know of has such a record
of cures as h?is Lydia E. Pinkham's
color satin or with veiling of one-tonasm, not only just before the en- Must be relieved quickly and Foley's Vegetable Compound.
voile
the
It.
or
will
do
chiffon,
Compound
voile, marquisette
For more than 80 years It has been
campment, but during the whole year. Honey and Tar1034
Wolfram St., Chi- curing woman's
ills such as inflammaor Ninon being preferable to chiffon One sign of the increased interest in E. M. Stewart,
"I have been greatly
cago,, writes:
ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregfor seashore use. Some of the dotted the company Is the fact that many troubled during the hot summer tion,
pains and nervous
these too old members who had dropped out months with hay fever and find that ularities, periodic
designs are still modish and
prostration,' and it Is unequalled for
tafare now returning.; At present the by using Foley's Honey and Tar
carrying women safely through the
veil prettily. There are also the
I get great relief." Many others period of change of life.
or In short ef- company Is recruited almost up to
I
palin,
striped,
fetas,
who suffer similarly will be glad to
Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass.,
the maximum, and it Is probable that benefit
fects.
Mr.
Stews
rl's
experience invites all sick women to
by
a considerable waiting O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug her for advice. Her advice iswrite
Thin muslins, etc.. are not very there will be
free,
of
frocks list
Co.
applicants.
nlwnvs helpf uL
practical morning or afternoon
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FOR SALE BY

WHOLESALERS OP

Clothing, Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Hats, Caps & Gloves

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

semi-tailore-

,

COMING!
EMF "3o"

Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?
Phone Haiti 60
and arrange for demonstration date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Laa Vagaa, New Mexico.

--

--

"

r

GROSS, HELLY & GO.

I!

(incoporated)

GROCERS

WHOLESALE

and Dealer

s

ana

WOOL, HIDES

BAIN

WAOONS-BACI-

NE

In

PELTS

VEHICLES--

ai'
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ce

CHANGE

INWOJIAN'S

s;

,

LIFE

1

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M,
Rowe, N. M., Pecos, K. M.,
Corona, N.
Trinidad, Colorado

Try an Ad. in Tim Optm'o
"Want G1

San Miguel National Bank
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f

one-thir-
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LdUmJ

'TBA
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MiaJ

M. CUNNINGHAM,

Preldent,

PRANK SPRINQER, Vice President,
O.T.HOSKINS, CMhln-

Surpfum
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

spot-proo- f,

wide-sprea-

e

Coro-oun-

f

d

OUR DEPOSITORS
come from every walk of life. Rich and poor
deposit their money at this Savings Bank.

THIS IS JUST
AS IT SHOULD BE
for everybody should save money. When your,
money is here, it is not only being saved, but is
invested, draws interest and, in the course of
time, makes a little profit that adds more than a
little to your capital.

LAS VEGAS SAVIIIGS

V.Zl

4
indicate by law which.. official may
properly" enjoy the luxuries" of irvel
ESTABLISHED 1871
and all others must .travel la, ie
styteTMfaromott among 'iitUnary, "busPUBLISHED BY
The goviness men and travelers.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
ernment allows as traveling"' extlBOOBPOBATID
penses all. the Items which a prudemt
business man wouji , expect to pHy
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR
for from his own pocket, and that 1
i
enough.
It is not oiily in traveling expenses
i
but in all the multifarious operations SATURDAY'S GAME THEY WON 10
Entered ai thePostoface at East of business, that extravagance ' is
TO 5 SUNDAY' THEY LOST
Las Vegas. New Mexico, for transmis-eio- n common among those spending other
THEY LOST
TO 5 SUNDAY'S
through the United States Mails people's
money and
especially
as second class matter.
the
so
as
far
public mocey. And
law permits the president Is deterTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
THE MAROONS' RECORD
and
mined to check extravagance
DAILY BY CARRIER
16 Japs, 2; Maroons 11.
of
waste
the
in
all
branches
May
public
Per Copy
06
."
4
Oue Week
May 17 Japs, 8; Maroons, 9.
15 service. He is set upon making the
Oue Month
65 public service a school of economy.
4 May 30 Railroaders, 1; Maroons 4
Ou
Year
7.60
o
2.

MAROONS WALLOP

GRAYS AND GET
1

"WALLOPED

4444444444

.

DAILY

One Year
Six Months

BY MAIL

4 June
June
4 June
4 June

AT THE SOIA FOUNTAIN

$6.00

3.03

.

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

Dr. Wiley is again calling attention
to the soda water peril. Not that the

.44

Dawson, 7; Maroons, 3.
Dawson, 4, Maroons, 2
11
Dawson, 2; Maroons.jS
18 Santa Fe, 13; Maroons

4

deejp-delve-

largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper

in

Northeastern

New Mexico.

MONDAY, JULY 17, 1911.

KEEP YOUK PROMISES

earth," or even a drink. from
a mountain spring back at the arm
home are luxury beyond the reach
of the millions In cites in. summer
time; but for these the honest druggist provides a substitute. i; I'.
But it is not the honest druggist
and
man that Dr. Wiley
is after. It Is the other; kind the
kind that concocts pleasant tasting
drinks from harmful ingredients.? Ho
is a criminal and the public will applaud Dr. Wiley if he puts him out of
business.
In many
soda
fountains harmful saccharin is iised
Instead of sugar and injurious chemicals for pure fruit flavors,
yhlle
often also a drug is inserted whlfh
develops a habit for the vile mixture.

roons,

aM--starte-

'

o

i
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OFFICIAL EXTRAVAGANCE
"

An official of the revenue service,
made a
under .' orders,
traveling
of $3.40
account
his
in
expense
charge
for a taxicab which the auditing official cut to 15 cents for car fare.
To the official's contention that he
had a grip too heavy to be carried
on a street car the obvious reply is
that nothing prevented him from
sending it by a transfer company,
which is always to be found in cities
and
big enough to- - have trolleys
taxis.
The fact that in this case $3.25 was
saved to 'the public treasury is cf
infi&rtanceon1y as idicatlng the
the public service of
thfecaVeful cofiamy "to 'Which President' fait ts; committed:
It is , doubtless more
.stably 1,0
' cqmtqrtatjle-taxlcareach one's botel In
than to arrive in a street ca,
peradventure banging on to a strap,
and an official who felt that the dignity of the republio was manifest in
his person might well feel it a duty
an agreeable and comforting duty to
be sure to' travel in state.
But the president does not look
at it in that wayv j There are, of
course, high omd4tsJi' ar(' iot. expected to officially travel in street
cars, but for such., congresr by law,
provides other .means of 'transportaare
tion at the 'placeB where they
ordinarily stationed, and7 such officials when on the road may properly
employ a conveyance similar to that
provided by law for them at home.
It is for congress in that way to

"n

,

"Papa. I don't, want any V this fire
cracker business
in
mine. Let's
spend the Fourth in the woods." ,
"You won't need to send me 'any
money, John; I have enough to; pay
my bill here and my fare home. '
"Here's a seat, mister; we'll crowd
along a little and make room." "Stranger, you dropped this $5 bill
out of your pocketbook as you hur
I
ried through the turnstile."
"Your story is accepted, Mr.
Inclosed find check."
"Yes, sir, pick all the cherries yj J
want They're goin' to waste."
"It's lovely of you to offer, tojbiy
rrue a diamond
ring, Jack, but I'd
rather have you spend thenjoney foi
household furniture." Chicago Xr.'iune.
'VH'
j. '!
.

-

l

V,

'

"You have no aristocracy- - in America!" said the distingujshedwforelgn-ereproachfully.
"You wrong us," replied h' Diistin
Stax. "We have done.rremarkfc.biy
well in that respect." .
jit
"And what is your idea of a Itin
gentleman?"
"One who is eligible to the benje-fitof a gentleman's agreement!''
Washington Star,

"

.

s

-

i
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Saturday's Game
AB. R. H. PO.
Albuquerque
Lembke, 2b
PeTkins, 3b
Hidalgo, cf.

5

0

4
4

Arter, rf
Weeks, R. lb
Cornish, ss
Chavez, c
DeBlassI, If.
O'Bannon, p.
A. Weeks, p
Gonzales

Totals
Batted for

A. E.
3 2

1

0

0
0

1

2

0

0

3

4
4

0
2

0

1

00
o'l

2

1

17
11
0 1 3 0

4

1

0

9

1

0

4

0

0

0

0

.2

0

3

0

1

1

0
o

1
0

1

0

0

35 5
A. Weefes. In

01

0

0

0

0

0

1 24 14

4

ninth.

f

f

4

4
4
4
4

Maroons

AB. R. H. PO. A. E

Schoeny, cf.
Wilson, lb
Ellis, if.
Martin, c.

3

2

0

5

1

7

1

5
5

2

3

0

Ixckhart, ss.

4

Smith, p
Arce, 3b.
Padllla, 2b
Montano, rf

4

0

1 10

12

0

3

111

2

0

5

1

0

5
4

2

2
4

2

1

40 10 15 27
Totals
Wilson out in third, foul bunt
third strike.
Score by innings:

8 12

on

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

; !

"What a strangely Interesting face
your friend, the poet, has," gurgled
the madam of 40. "It seems to pos
sees all the elements of happiness
and sorrow, each struggling for ; supremacy."
j ;
"Yes he looks to me like a man
who was married and didn't knowlt"
growled the cynical bachelor. PhilJ
r
adelphia Record.
Agent There is the motor car you
want. You never have to"cra,wI under it to put It right.
Customer You don't?
, "
Agent If the slightest ..thing gets
wrong with the mechanism the cay
instanjtly turns upside,, down. Nevf

.;

York Call.

Maroon's record . Is publihsed after
,
every game.
Eve a if the Marons lost one of the
games they had the satisfaction of
chopping down some of those fabul
ous battfaf averages. , j J s
Wilson played a good game on firs:
base aidslthe'ball regularly.
uan radiua and His gang did a
lot of beefing and kicking. They won
for themselves the disgust of every
body who likes clean sport. The Maroons are thinking of cancelling en
gagements with them for the rest of
the season. Santa Fe is said to be
contemplating similar aTctlon. In fin
ancial matters, on the baseball field
acd everywhere else the Grays are
not looking for a square deal; what
they always demand is the "best of
the bargain." Umpire Duncan made
several decisions which seemed to fav
or the Grays but thev
inoi
the same. Just to be in the game,
too, many of the fans began baiting
the umpire in spite of the fact that
that official seemed desirous of being
absolutely impartial to both teams.
Umpiring is a hard and thankless Job
if you don't believe this statement
try It and when a young business
man will give his time and services
and the best of his ability to the task,
he should have the support and not
knocks from the grandstand
and
bleachers.
Some radical changes are said to
be contemplated in the Maroon's line
up. Place, the new pitcher and in- fielder, will fill up the last bad hole.
He will arrive Thursday. The fans
con expect good) ball the remainder bf
the season.
Padllla tackled a hard drive in right
yesterday that nearly tore off his
hand. He got a badly bruised thumb
for his efforts. The ball was falline
short and PadiHa made a hard run
for It but it went for a two-bas-e
hit.
Padllla played good ball In both
games.

Albuquerque ....0 1 0 3 0 0 1 0
Las Vegas
1 0 0 3 2 0 1 3 10
Summary: Three base hits Lock
hart. Two base hits Schoeny, Ellis.
Sacrifice hits Smith. Double play- sPerkins to R. Weeks to Lembke. Innings pitched by O'Bannon four and
by A. Weeks, three and
Hits off O'Bannon 5. off
Weeks, 10, off Smith, 1. Hit by
pitcher Schoeny 2. Bases, on ball- soff Smith 2; off A. Weeks 1. Struck
out by Smith 10, by O'Bannon 5, by
A. Weeks 1.
Passed balls Chavez.
The first thing the average man
Wild throws Chavez 1, Martin 1. who bas
any money tries to do is not
Left on bases Albuquerque 4; Las to have it
any longer.
Vegas 10. Time of game 1:50. Um
pire Duncan.
If a man could own a thosand au
tomobiles, he'd want to own someSunday's Game
thing else he couldn't.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Albuquerque
4 1 0 4 0 3
Lembke, 2b
It's queer how little bits of women
4
2 2 2 3 1 seem to act so
Gonzales, 3b
much like big chunks
5 2 3 2 0 0 of
Hidalgo, cf
dynamite:
5 1 2 0 0 1
Arter, rf
R. Weeks, p."....
5 2 2 0 4 0
.5 2 2 1 2 1
Cornish, ss

05

x--

Again It was "Rube" Weeks who
saved the Albuquerque Grays from a
double defeat at the hands of the Ma
roons. Saturday the locals swamped
the Gray garbed crew of Rear Admiral
Much-Tal- k
Padllla by a score of 10 to
5.
Yesterday the Albuquerque outfit
knocked "Chief" Lockhart out of the
box and won by a score of 11 to 6.
the
Even with their heavy hitting
Grays might have had difficulty in an
nexing the big end of the score had
it not been for the superb pitching of
Weeks, who held the Maroons to seven
safe drives and worked in faultless
fcrm in critical stages.
In both contests the Maroons were
They won
sadly off their fielding.
however,
by ham
Saturday's game,
mering the ball at will. Young O
Bannon, who started the game for Albuquerque, was rapped for five safe
ones and was taken out in the fourth
Chavez, lb
.5 1 0 8 0 2
inning when the bases were full and A.
K
a q t n
ft
c
Weeks,
three runs had been scored. A. Weeks
If. .......A" 0 1 1 0 0
DeBlassI,
replaced O'Bannon on the rubber. He
was hammered for ten hits during the
Totals ......... ...42 11 15 27 10 8
three and
innings he was
on the Job.
Maroons
AB. R. H. PO. A. E,
In spite of their batting the Maroons
cf.
Schoeny,
4,2 1 2 0
made enough errors to have lost the
5 2 1
Wilson,
lb
game at least twice. To the everlast
5
0 1 0 0
Ellis, If
ing credit of an elongated and dark
c
4
1 0 9
Martin,
complexloned gentleman who hails to
3 1 2 2
ss.
p.
Lockhart,
the well known name of Smith, should
ss. p
2 0 1 3
the victory be recorded. Smith held Smith,
4
2b
0 0 3
Arce,
the Albuquerque bunch with its fab
3b
.
0
0 4
Angel,
..4
ulous batting averages to one hit.
2 0 0 0
rf.
Padllla,
"Rube"
in
was
by
This
gathered
rf.
...2 0 1
Weeks who usually gets six hits In Montano,
to
eve.ry five times at bat, according
35 6 7 27 16 8
Totals
a well meaning but evidently misin
Score
,
by
innings:
formed sporting writer of the Duke
City. Had it not been for the twelve
11
Albuquerque
juicy errors dished up by the Maroons,
Las
0
0
Vegas
020 0220 6
Smith should have scored, a shut out
base hits Lock
Three
Summary:
Arce, the new found star, demon
R. Weeks
2, Wilson, Hidalgo,
hart
at
Santa
his
strated that
performance
Fe a week ago was a meteoric flight. Two base hits Schoeny, Ellis, DeBlas
sI. Sacrifice hit Smith. Double plays
Yesterday and Saturday, so far from
Smith to Arce to Wilson, Arce to
was
his
that
he
brilliant
light
being
to Angel to Lockhart.
Martin
In
shone exceedingly dimly and at times
Lockhart
6,
by
nlnge
pitched
by
seemed upon the verge of flickering
out. Arce tried out on third Saturday Smith 3, by R. Weeks, 9. Hits off
but couldn't have taken the ball Lcckhart 13, off Smith 2, off Weeks,
7.
Struck out by Lockhart 6, by
straight to first in an automobile.
Smith 3, by Weeks 8. Bases on balls
on
and
worked
second
he
Yesterday,
off Lockhart 2, off Weeks 2. Hit
did some better, but was the weak
by
pitcher Lockhart. Passed balls
his
He
was
infield.
given
spot of the
A. Weeks, 3, Martin 2. Wild throws
release today.
Martin, 3. Wild pitches Lockhart
"Cap" Martin had a couple of bad
2. Left on bases
Albuquerque 5, Las
two
errors
five
in the
days, piling up
4. Time of game 2:45.
UmVegas
all
of
which
prominenttigured
games,
Duncan.
pire
Martin has done
ly in the scoring.
Lockhart retired in seventh with
so well earlier in the season, however,
s
to excuse none out.
that the' fans
!
him. .But he. mnstnti let rlt happen
j
r&..
again. cw-7 Jt- i i4l aiff
4
.Lockhart's spit balls were not work
r
ing yesterday in a manner to befudNOTES OF THE 5AME
dle the "Batting eyes of the Grays.
4
v--, 4
He worked fairly well until the begin- Ing of the seventh when he passed
The Grays, according to their press
the first batter. The next 'hitter got
a three-sacke- r
and this was followed agent, intended to show the Maroons
"how to play ball in a high altitude."
by a double and another three-bas-e
hit. Lockhart retired before a single They began their Instructions by going
out had been made. Smith went into up in the air. The exact altitude to
the box. He had not had time to which they soared has not been diswarm! up, however, and the next stick covered but when they descended Jhe
v
er hammered out a single. The ball first game was lost
a
now
have
Maroons
The
percentag
from
in
center and
got away
Schoer.y
the batter took third and scored when of .666. Albuquerque claims to have
Martin missed the throw-i- n on a field- won 15 and lost 7, which gives them
er's choice. Afbtt to left field re- an average of .681. Las Vegas .people
sulted In another1 score, Martin miss- would be glad, however, to see pubing an easy chance to cut off the run- lished a list of the games won and
ner at the .plate. After this disastrous Jost by the Grays upon which they
"
The
inning Smith held 'Albuquerque safe. base claims to their average.
two-third-

ABSORBLETS:

it

I

one-thir-

)

k

of the Team
5; percentage .666.

4
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4
Standing
4 Won 10; Lost

soda-fountai- n

Nothing is more necessary in this
life, if success, honor and fame .are
to he acquired, than keeping your
promises. The habit of being two
or five minutes late in an appointment, will undermine your moral
fibre, Just as 'will meeting with Immoral associates. Possibly not In to
large a degree, but it will, Just as
certainly.
The man who is In the habit oi
being late to work, not only loses tho
respect of his superiors and his associates, but in time, of himself.
Moral fibre Is not unlike mental
action or physical strength. No man
can afford to Jeopardize it, even by
association. At first little is thought
of such a thing, but as the years go
by you are naturally drawn downward, from one step to another, as
is the descent of the boulder which
1s pried from Us secure foundations
down the steep mountain
side. The further it goes the greater becomes its velocity, until it meets
some obstacle with greater power of
resistance than all of its accumulated momentum.
Credit is made by promptly mooting obligations. Honor Is builded by
keeping your word and you cannot
keep your word when you have
promised to be at an appointment at
a. certain hour and then miss it by
five minutes; nor by being at yocr
pest of duty five minutes late. No
sane man expects to depart on a
modern railway train by arriving at
the? station three minutes after tlmo
for the departure of the train, and no
sane young man or. woman expects
to really merit promotion in any
business by persistently being a few
minutes late In the morning. Better
a thousand times be an hour early
than a minute late.

4
4

11.

doctor is opposed to the sbda water

low:

10

$2.00 fountain. He regards the, honest dis- 4 June 19 Albuquerque, 3; Ma- 1.00
v
roons, 4.
penser of pure beverages at the foun20
June
Albuquerque, 4; Ma- tain as a benefactor. ; And In this
(Cash In Advance fqr Mail
3.
roons,
will
The
tine
Subscriptions.)
agree.
general public
Remit by draft, check or money most popular of city resorts these
June 24 Santa Fe8; Maroons 9.
order. If sent otherwise we will not flaming days is the marble fountain
June 25 Santa Fe 3; Maroons 7.
oe responsible for loss.
Arctic coolness
which
July 4 Wagon Mound, 3; Ma- dispenses
Specimen copies free on application. under a
se
roons, 10.
bewildering variety of
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT ductive names. Persian Wines chillJuly 9 Santa Fe 6; Maroons 8.
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
ed with mountain snows,' the summer
July 15 Albuquerque, 5; Ma- PAID FOR.
roons, 10.
luxury of ancient royalty, or a vint
d
are guaranteed the age "cooled a long age in the
Advertisers
July 16 Albuquerque, 11; Ma- -

One Tear
Bix Months

The Maroons made .two. fast double
plays during the game.
The story of th
coring Is & long
and wearisome one! All tho dope is
contained In the box scores, which fol-

Love and Crime. tA Tale $f
Baffling and Dashing Surprises
This new serial story about to appear in
these columns is guaranteed to exhil-

arate the pulse of even the most

faded reader.

BY AN AUTHOR WHO HAS ACHIEVED A NATIONAL
REPUTATION IN THE FICTION WORLD x

Watch for the Opening Chapter
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Romance sf
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The Last Day
Of The
1
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"What do you think of the plo
asked the theatrical, manager.
.t"Tnat''tei-rt.'-a-- J
'iMdt.m replied th
man who had paid $2 to see the show
"That's & conspiracy
;
ret
Star.
"Say, the block of stock you sold
me last week has been going down
'
ever since."
"Well, why do you suppose I sold it
to you?" Chicago Record-Heral:;

Sunday School Teacher Yes, Wilthe Lord loves every living creature.
; .....
Willie 111 bet he was never stung
by a wasp! Puck.
lie,

The average man would go through
anything fqr the woman:' hi loves, es
pecially her fortune. , v

if--
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Charles X Sptess is in Santa Fa.
Ignaclo Romero, MrB. Romero and
the baby are here from Wagon
Mound on a brief rlsti.
Mrs. Cordova of Denver is
visiting
at the home of her father, Pilar
Abeytia, on the West side.
Charles Purcell has returned from
his vacation trip, to St Joseph, Mo.
Fred Pitts, who had been visiting
here for some time, left last evening
for his home in Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Carscalien have
tone on a fishing trip to the mountains. They will remain several days.
Dr. C. E. Lukens of Albuquerque,
Bead of the Children's Home
society,
is in Ijis Vegas on a brief business
'
?

Ofaly

;

visit

JUL! 15
Saturday

JULY 17
Monday

JULY 18
Tuesday

'

'

W. T.. Lloyd, acting general agent
for the Erie railroad, is here from
his headquarters In Denver on a business trip.
Mr and Mrs.'Oeorge H. Hunker, E.
E. Veeder and the Misses Veeder of
New York, have gone to Mora on a
fishing trip.
Mrs. Walter Bland and children
have gone to Newton, Kan., for a
vtalt to relatives. They will be
gone several weeks.
Walter Hoke returned yesterday
from the Valley Ranch where he has
been spending his vacation. Today
ho resumed his work in the First National bank. " ,
Peter Olson and his family spent
Sunday on the mesa with Joe Bassett.
Mr.' Olson" says the mesa crops are
all looking exceptionally good and
there is every assurance for a big
yield..

Ed W. Thias left yesterday morning for a short trip to California. He
made the trip with his father, whom
he met on the California Limited.
The elder Mr. Thias resides In Louisville, Ky.

SPECIAL
CASH SALE

lb.s Beet Sugar
25 lbs. New Potatoes......
Standard Hams, per lb
Standard Bacon, per lb
10 lbs. Pure Lard
...
5 lbs. Pure Lard,
...
3 lbs. Pure Lard.
5 lbe. Japanese Rloe
...
8 Bars D. C. Soap.
9 Bars Teepee Soap
4 Boxes Gloss Starch.
17

Lieutenant Young,
tioned at Fort Bliss,

$1-0-

1.00
18
21
1.15
.60
.40
.25
.25
25
25

25
pkgs. Macaroni....
25
3 pkgs. Spaghetti
25
4 cans Succotash.
.25
4 lbs. Navy Beans
.20
1 pkg. Grains of Gold...
.30
1 lb. Japan Tea
.25
1 lb. Good Mixed Tea. . .
Ice
for
Tea.)
(Special
sack Wolf's Patent Flour 1.35
sack Wolf's Patent Flour .70
.25
1 large vks. Quaker Oats..
.15
1 pkg. Dr. Price's Allgrain.
Breakfast
1 pkg. Ralston
.15
Food
2
pkgs. "Old Fashion"
25
Scotch Oatmeal
1 pkg. Ralston Pancake
10
Flour
.30
V
1 pt. P.
Maple Syrup
.60
gal. P. V. Maple Syrup
25
3 cans Cooked Tripe
3 cans Walker's Hog and
25
Hominy
4 cans Walker's Hog and
Hominy (medium) ..... .25
5 cans Walker's Hog and
25
Hominy (small)
.25
3 cans Blue Sea Tuna.
(For Salads)
.25
4 cans corned Codfish.
25
"Eno-Laba"
4 cans
(For Salads)
.15
1 lb. Eddy's Baking Powder
(In Glass)
.25
8 sacks Salt
Pre1 Jar Griffin's Extra
serves
(Regular 75c Size)
Bottle Queen Olives v25j
1
3

1-- 4

'.

10-o-

SPECIAL COMBINATION SALE
FOR THE THREE DAYS

lb.

Sugar; 1 lb. (any
75c) Tea; 3 Iba. Y. M. C.

20

$2.50

A. Coffee

If you want to SAVE Money,
attend this Special Cash Sale.
AT

BOUCHER'S
"The Coffee Man."

TJ.

Tex.,

S. A., sta-

has been

detailed by the war department
to
attend the National Guard encampment here. He arrived in Las Vegas
yesterday.
Mrs. W. E. Gortner will leave this
evening for Trinidad, where she
will meet her sister, Mrs. R. M.
Johnson, and Mr. Gortner's daughter,
Miss Irma Gortner of Goshen, Ind.,
who will spend a month here visiting the Gortners.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes
was scheduled to arrive in Las Vegas this afternoon from Santa Fe on
delayed ' train ' No. 10 fo assume
charge of the biennial encampment
of the New Mexico National Guard,
which opens here tomorrow.
Sheriff Secundlndo Romero has returned from his ranch j.t Casa Grande
where he had been superintending the
shearing and dipping of sheep. Mr.
Romero says the constant rains interfered considerably with his work. The
range is in excellent condition and all
sheep and cattle are fat
Mrs. John Joerns and children went
today to Santa Fe where they will

their home. Mr. Joerns will
tonight to Raton on a brief business visit. He will stop here a short
gc

time before going to Santa Fe to join
his family and begin his duties as territorial traveling auditor.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Elliott and children, who are here from their home
in Amarillo, ' Tex., visiting friends,
expect to spend some time at EI
Porvenir before returning home. Mr.
Elliott, when he resided Here, had
best
the reputation of being the
fisherman, in New Mexico. He will
take rod, flies and creel with him and
endeavor to retain his laurels.
DAWSON BEAT SANTA FE.
Santa: Fe's baseball team suffered
two defeats at Dawson.
The first
game, which was played Saturday
went to the Coal Miners by a score
of 11 to 0. Yesterday the score was:
Dawson, 9; Santa Fe, 1. Edburn,
formerly of ther Maroons, pitched the
first game. He is proving one of
Dawson's best bo artists.
While Santa Fa's,and Dawson were
fighting It out at Dawson, Trinidad
and Raton were battling in Trinidad.
Raton was defeated Saturday by a
,eore of 4 to 1. Yesterday the Gate
Ulty ooys came- wick Bjjiung.auu
Trinidad 9 Sto
X X)
Santa Fe arrived in Las Vegas this
afternoon on train No. 1, coming here
direct from Dawson, and tackled the
at
Maroons at Amusement park.
3:30 o'clock. A - good sized crowd
Lockhart was schedwas present.
uled to pitch for the locals. He has
always had the get of the Santa Fe
bunch and expected to redeem his
defeat of yesterday by a victory tod

-

day.

.

.

Ladies'
belts, 35c

new grain

at

HOFFLIAN

THE VISITING

SOLDIERS
GUARD OFFIr
LOCAL NATIONAL
CERS MAKE TIMELY SUGGESTION TO MERCHANTS

...,.'

Hat Blockers

1

80c

dozen

Mason's quart Fruit

Jars

90c
dozen
Mason's
2 gal. Fruit Jars
1 dozen
$1.20
TENT SFOR RENT
UnderMen's Balbrlggan
25c
wear
25c
Ladles' Muslin Pants
10c
6 dozen Clothes Pins
6 lbs. Siberian Millet Seeds 25c
Handled Hoes 35c value... 25c
Stock and
International
25c
Poultry Powder
12x14-1- 0
oz. Tent Special Price.
1

17th, 18th,

60

lbs. Homestead Flour. . .$1.35

100
1

.

e,

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

First class worl
best

tenuis is

$1.00

lbs. Beet Sugar
lbs. Cane Sugar

100

PECOS VALLEY APPLES GOOD
Roswe'L N. M-- , July 17. The apple

$5.93
$6.10

bottle Long'a Pre

16-o-

serves
1

Helnze Preserves,
Peach, Damson or Rasp-

lb. pkg. Naban

Tea..

25c'

Tea...

25c

pkgs. Macaroni
pkgs. Spaghetti

25c

3

pkgs. Vermicelli....

25c

4

pkgs. Corn Starch

25o

4

pkgs. Gloss Starch
pkg. Grains of Gold.

25c

1
1

pkg. Ralston's Breakfast

.....

X

pkg. Hominy Grit.

10c

3

pkgs. Hominy Grits

25o

3

pkgs. Mince Meat

25c

pkgs. Rolled Oats (Prices) 25o
pkgs. Quaker Corn Flakes 25c
Quaker Rolled Oats

(large)
cans Tomatoes

1 can Tomatoes

25c

2s......

25c

(large)...

10c

cans String Beans
25c
3 cans Corn
25c
3 cans Peas
25c
1 can Cocoa
10c
3 cans Heinze Pork & Beans 25o
3 cans Columbia Milk
25o
1 can Corn Syrup No. 2...
10c
1 can Corn Syrup No. 5...
25c
1 lb. Cocoanut
20c
4 lta. Navy Beans
25c
5 lbs. Best Jap Rice
25c
1
Sack Wyandotte
Cloanser
20c
1 No. 10 sick Corn Meal...
25c
8 lbs. New Potatoes......
25o
1 lb. Walter Bakers' Chocolate
35c
3 lbs. Oyster Crackers
25c
3 lbs. Fancy Soda Crackers 25c
1 quart P. V. Maple
Syrup 30c
V.
P.
gal.
Maple Syrup; 60c
1 25o Box Toilet Soap. ... .' 15c
1 Box Light House Soap... $3.00
8 Bars Light House Soap.
25c,
8 bars Diamond C Soap.,;, 25c
.3

T

7
8:

Itrs Tar .Soap..
25oj
bars Pearl White Soap.. 1 '25c
stcks'

'Salt:,:,.1!

.':

'.IV1.

f MS5c

can Libby's "jellied"
Hock
,
15C
Lard Compound No. 3
30o
Lard Pure No. 3
35c
1 25o

Lard, Pure No,
Bacon, per lb

10.,..

Ham, per lb

.it--.-

'

.

Graaf

&

TAUPERT'S

Jeweler

.

Optician

Home for Sa!o
Modern seven room home on Seventh St. All
both inside and out, in
improvements,
best condition . Three lots, good lawn and
trees

"

'
'

1

$4500

'

Will Soil on Small Gash Payment, Balance
Monthly at 8 per cent Interest.

Here is a chance to get a house on practically the same
terms as rent. We have other houses for sale, larger and
smaller, all prices and terms. See us when you think of investing in"
:

Rent Estate

The Investment and Agency Corporation
Phone Main 40.

GEORGE A. FLEMING, Manager.

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

ALBUQUERQUE

October 9, 10, it, 12, 13,
14,1911.
Excursion Rates on all Railroads.
Write for Premium List and Program.
ISAAC BARTH,
.

JOHN B. McMANUS,

President.

Secretary-Manage-

r.

RETAIL PRICES- Iba. or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 Iba, Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lb., Each Delivery
BO Iba. to 200 lbe
Each Delivery
60 IbaC, Each Delivery
Law Than
', :?
iij oris - y.

2)00

20o per 10 Iba.
25c per 100 Iba.
300 par 10Q Iba.

1,000 Iba.

:.

!!

iq-.'- -

AG

ML'

'Oo ,per
6O0

-

U-- A

PUfeA

100 Iba.,,
par 100 Iba.

CiO H P ANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

20o
.

isc

DRY CLEANING

The

Requrreta skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

Hayward Co.

The Kareful Klothing

ly given.
Phone Main 357.

'

$1.10

motto. Est!
mates cheerful

GRAU-BARTH'-

J':'

U

-

15c

3

Cigarette Cases, Match Boxes,
Stamp Boxes, etc.

25c

fod

1 pkg.

Traveling Sets, Fla.sks, Drinking Cups,

25c

3

3

t

!

75c

lb. pkg. Richelieu

3

Start on Your Vacation Trip, We Would Like
toJShow You Our Line of Vacation Articles, such as

,r

berry

3

P Before You

25c

ma

H. T. Davis

and BUILDER

Buildlng-vo- li

17 lbs. Sugar

Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending July 14, 1911:
Juan C. Baca; Mrs. Marie Casey;
Bob Mathls; Sam B. Marks; Llebra
Montoya; Andy Rohn; Albert Screws;
Ralph Smith.
Mail held for better directions:
Sr. Francisco M. Quilor. Comisarlo
Camp No. 5; Sr. Don Vidal Quintana
When calllnj for the above please
ask for Advertised Letters.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster

CONTRACTOR

Furnished on All Kind of
Wotk a Specialty. ,
'
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic,

60

LETTER LIST

Frank Revell,
Estimate

Office.

ADVERTISED

WINTERS DRUG CO.

An

For Cash
ONLY
lbs. Moses Best Flour. .$1.60
lbs. Swansdown Flour. ..$1.35

o

Of THE

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring'
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for
moment
in prescription Ailing. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we Till your
prescription.

Phone Main 3

50

Wells-Farg-

'
'

Your Patronage is Splicited.

19 thofJuly

5, 10 and 25c
Store
Opposite

s
We have a
Hat
Cleaner and Blocker with us
for a short time. Felt, Panama and Straw Hats cleaned
and blocked satisfactorily.
We call for and deliver the
goods.
first-clas-

$1.69

$1.00
Croquet Set
98c
$1.25 Hammocks
1 doz. Fruit Jar
25c
Caps
Mason's
Pint Fruit Jars

The Prescripllonl

and

.

6 Ball

crop in the Pecos valley this season
promises to be one of the best ever
produced, and it is estimated by grow
TERRITORY TO FINISH
ers that the shipments will run between 600
sea- cars.
MINERAL HILL ROAD eon the and 1,000intend to This a
put up
producers
good pack, and believe the fruit, which
has become noted for its color and
ENGINEER C. D. MILLER ARRIVES
flavor wherever shipped, will bring
HERE TO INSPECT WORK
returns. The Roswell Fruit
good
BEING DONE
Growers' Association, will handle
good part of the shipments which
It is likely that the territorial good commence about August 15.
roads commission will complete the
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Agua Zarca and Mineral Hill highway,
work uuon which was begun sometime
Wanted Girl to go out to Harvey's
ago by the farmers residing west of
Las Vegas. The farmers' plans In- Wednesday morning for table waitress
cluded the shortening of the road and and help in kitchen. Leave word at
the cutting down of grades. Consid- Murphey'a or phone Main 124.
erable work was done but the farmFound Bunch of keys on ring, owners "ran out of funds. An appeal was
made to the good roads commission er may have same by calling at this
and it likely will produce the desired office and paying for this ad.
effect.
Lost Waterman fountain' pen. Find- Territorial Engineer Charles D.
Miller arrived in Las Vegas last night er leave at this office. Suitable re
from Santa Fe. Today he viewed the ward.
'work done on the various road buildShake Into Your Shoes
ing projects in which the good roads
Foot-EasAllen's
the antiseptic pow
commission is engaged. He will look
at the Mineral Hill road and make re der. it relieves painful, smarting,
commendations for Its completion If tender, nervous feet, and instantly
he determines such action to be nec- takes the sting out of corns and bun
essary. The good roads commission ions. It's the greatest comfort diswith a gang of convicts could com covery of the age. Mien's Foot-Eas- e
plete the road in a short time. The makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
is a certain relief for sweating, calhighway will prove of great benefit to
lous,
swollen, tired, aching feet. Althe farmers, autolsta and merchants
use it to break in new shoes.
ways
Las
of
Vegas.
Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25
cents. Don't accept any substitute.
ARCE CANNED; PERKINS SIGNED For .FREE trial package, address AlInfielder Ted Arce of the Maroons len S. Olmsted, Le Roy. N. Y.
was paid off and given his release this
morning by the baseball association.
Perkins, who played third for tjje
Grays Saturday, was signed up
play in today's game with the Santa
Fe Beavers. If he made good, acconll
ing to the agreement, Perkins was
7 v
promised a chance to play with tie
Maroons the rest of the season.
The next home games for the Maroons will be played Tuesday and
Wednesday of next week when the
Dawson team will be here. Wednesday is Governor's Day, which will
be made a half holiday. This means
that a big crowd of soldiers from the
&nd
of
encampment and townspeople from
the stores and offices will be present.
my!
The Maroons are scheduled to play at
Raton Saturday and Sunday.

While Only a light shower fell in
.
Las; .Vegas .yesterday afternoon, a
heavy rain prevailed on the mesa.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon The rain did the farmers a lot of
fit' the Opera Bar. Served from bar good and saved the crops once more.
More rain is predicted for tonight
rels on tne bar.

Parisian Cleaners

TO KEEP POSTED ALL THE
TIME WHAT BARGAINS WE
ARE OFFERING.
48c
Oriental Slipper
$1.75
Boys Yellow Slickers
Boys' $1.50 Rain Coats.'... 98c
Baby Rubber Tired Push

Carts
"Spruce up for the soldiers." That
is what Las Vegas should do from a
business standpoint if not from personal pride, according to Major
William Ilfeld, Captain
Ludwlg
George E. Morrison and other' members of the New Mexico National
Guard who reside in this city.
disembark
soldiers
When the
here tomorrow to march to
Camp
Mills they should be gfreeld by the
fluttering folds of flags and bunting
at every side. They should be made
to feel that Las Vegas Is glad to entertain them. Citizens '.should show
their Interest by visiting the camp
and
and watching the maneuvers
Governor's Day sliould be made a
one-hal- f
day holiday. Officers and
men should be given the freedom of
the city and entertained as guests.
All this should be done to show
the
Las Vegas' appreciation of
Guard. Other cities in the territory
have fought long and hard for the
establishment of the rifle range near
their boundaries. But Las Vegas
has remained the favored city. The
permanency of the range has been
assured by the establishment this
ear a magnificent water system
costing thousands of dollars.
From a pecuniary viewpoint the
encampment of the Guards will mean
a good deal to Las Vegas. Local
bakers will bake the soldiers' bread,
local btchers will furnish the meat,
local firms will do the hauling and
furnish supplies of all kinds. A large
percentage of the soldiers' pay will
be put in circulation right here. Las
Vegas should make Itself so attractive to the officers that they will
arrange to bring their wives and families here during future encampments. Many of the officers are from
the southern part of the territory
and their families would enjoy a vacation here.

black leather
&

It is Necessary
for You

Phone Vegas 450

(

K3 waning

Ko.

614 Lincoln Avenue

u.
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E it ray Advertisement
Ettray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
rouce U hereby given to whom It TDE LOBBY
Notice Is hereby riven to whom It
Notice U hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom It
mar concern that the following de may concern that the following de- may concern that the following de-f- e
no?
1 scribed
1 scribed
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
estray animal was taken up by
estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
u
wm
uuuw
N.
M.
A.
John
1L
N.
ccnoeueouttj
J.
Martin,
Socorro,
Los
Lucas,
Otero,
Diogenes
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Jack Cleghorn, White Oaks, N. M.
To-wlOne black bald faced
One black Mexican horse, J W. Harmon, Melrose, N. M.
One dark sorrel, nine years
One brown mare, about 10
about 7 yearg 0jd 7003i
7 years old.
15
850 lbs., about
blaze
about
hands
old.
face,
old,
years
high,
it nanos Branded
mmm
Branded
high.
weight about 950 pounds.
On left hip
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
On right hip
Branded
Branded
Said animal being unknown to wiu
Ear marks
On left shoulder
XJ On left shoulder
UU
Board, unless claimed by owner on o
brothers always welcome to the
to
unknown
Said
this
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
before July 29, 1911, said dabs being 10
animal
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to
being
comM.
days after last appearance of this ad Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or Joard, unless claimed by owner on or
A.
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sacheTn;
Regular
Yertlsement. said estray wui be boiu h..
1ft before July 29, 1911, said date beit)g 10 befre Aug. 1. 191L said date being 10
1911
and
David Flint, chief of records and
first
munication
.
owner wnen iounu.
, .... ". dava after last auDearance of this ad- - oa "ter lat appearance of this ad
each
In
uda lLer 1BBl
third
collector of wampum.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD;
Thursday
. ..u ...
-- J! i v- .,
""usuu Ham e8iray w u be anid
Albuquerque, N. M. vertlsement, saia estray will be sold
month. Visiting broth,
First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, IV b- - this Board for the benefit of the py mis mjaru lur uj ucutjiii i iuci0wner
gQ founj
era cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
BATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
owner when found.
owner when found.
W. M.; Chas. H.
H.
William
Stapp.
fourth Tuesday evening of saca
'
Albuaueraue. N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Estray Advertisement
riTTi.p SANITARY BOARJ3.
Secretary.
Sporleder,
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
'11
22.
u
pub. July
Nouce a nereoy given ui wuoin
Albuaueraue. N. M.
kn,nmwmiU m t
19.
are cordially invited. O.
'11.
Brothers
8.
.Tnlv
11
pirfit
i
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
" - th - last dud. July
scribed estray animal was taken up by First pub. July 8, laat pub. July 19,
Aavertisement
iray
H.
Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
Hunker.
J D. Lucero. ChaDerlto. N. M.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
..
! ..
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vj wuuin n
Eitnv Advertisement
To-w:i One sorrel
horse 5 to
Estray Aovertnemert
Condon, Secretary
;Jular conclave second
Notice is hereby given td whom it may concern that the following de-Notice lv hereby plven to whom It
years old, white, about 14 hands.
day In each month at Ma
mav concern tnat the following de may concern that the following de- - Ecrlbed estray animal was taken up by
F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesBranded
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal waswaenup u.- A. j. Byrnei Dea Moine8 N M
M
N.
Re
Mound,
M.
N.
On
left
Chas.
Valdez,
Rafael
&
Wagon
8.
Tamme,
Brown
Ilorrlsson, Lucia,
hip
day evenings each month, at FraC;
One sorrel pony, 10 yearg
Optic's Number, Main 2.
16
:
One sorrel mare.
Said animal being unknown to una
One bay mare about
corder.
old.
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Branded
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e'6ul
""""
Branded
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CHAPTER
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LA8
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TISEMENTS
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B.
F. McOuire, President; E. C
days after last appearance of this
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Branded
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Said animal being unknown to this
Flva cants oer line each Insertion, vertlsement. said estray will be sold
Ward, Secretary.
On left shoulder
On left shoulder
convocation first Monday
lor ine oeiwui. 01 lue
Boaid, unless claimed by owner on or
rHInr ward, ta a hii-nf- wla uuo.rutnnnA.
r.tlm.t. .I
vhtn
Branded
MaBranded
.
at
month
each
in
before Aug. 1. 1911, said date being 10
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
line. No ad to occupy less space tnan
cXttLE SANITARY BOARD.
On left hip
On left hip
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
days after last appearance of this ad
wo lines. All advertisements charg-- P
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Albuquerque, N. M.
Sakl animal being unknown to tin.- vertisement, said
Said animal being unknown to this
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
will be sold
ad will be booked at space actually First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11.
estray
o
on
owner
claimed
Thursday In O. R. C. hali. Pioneer
or
unless
on
owner
claimed
by
Board,
unless
by
Board,
P.; Chas. H. Sporleder,
set. without regard to number of
before July 29, 1911, said date being 10 before July 29, 1911, said date being 10 by this Board for the benefit of the
building. Visiting members are corsecretary.
words. Cash in advance preferred.
Estray Advertisement
of this ad days after last appearance of this ad owner when found.
dially invited. W. R, Tipton, O. K.;
days 7Z last
Notice U hereby given to whom It I l7Z-J.Jm vertlsement. said estray will be fold
m
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
E. P. Mackel, F. 8.
"lWln?-""f1 V16
E.
te.011?"1
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of tli"
N.
NO.
M,
0.
RANSFORD
CHAPTER
2,
Lt
Albuquerque,
was
scribed estray
by owner when found.
owner when found.
First pub. July 12. last pub. July 22, '11 S. Meets first and third Fri- I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Jose Balincia, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARIi.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
N. M
1. Meets every Monday evening at
One red mare, two years
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque,
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
WANTED iRoom in private
Estray Advertisement
familj 0i0( weight 400 lbs., about 4 feet high. First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11 First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11,
their
hall on Sixth street. All visitAgnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
for man and boy, also board foi
Branded
brethren
ing
cordially Invited to atThomas B. Bo wen. Worthy Patron;
v
HONEST MEDICINES VERSUS
may concern that the following deIboy. Address 222 Grand.
On left hip
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. O.; A.
II
Estray Advertisement
Notice ta hereby given to whom It
FAKES
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Mr. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Said animal being unknown to this
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a Kv In T
luai lUU lUilUWIUg ue
An. Rn.nl nnl... rblmoH h.
IV VTTTTl Mt,
rI
President Taft's recent message Gregorio Garcia, Gregos, N. M.
n.P
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
ja
Secretary; W. E. Critea, treasurer;
n
"V
,
Kftlil
"J suggesting an amendment to the Pure
v...
data hnln? "
"'"'"
hfor Jnlv 29 1911
Two sorrel horses, 2 years
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
H E. Beyers, Belen, N. M.
geies. buu pay oui can iaru
to I old, star In forehead.
NO
traae or automobiles, electricity.
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"m
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Farmers' Educational
and Co Operative
Union of America

Usual Experience of Man Who Starts

Out to "Show" the Folks

Native of Syria, and Delights ir
Hot, Dry Weather.

--

Back Home.

In the American Magazine Eugene.
Wood writes on
"Hunting a Job in
the Wicked City." It Is extraordinary
It Is Not Affected by Hot Winds, ai in its observation and humor. Many
of us have been through what he deCom and Other Grains, and Mascribes. Following is an extract:
tures In Six to Eight Weeks
"You pack your trunk and start for
From Planting.
the Wicked City. There are lots of
Matters Especial Moment to
Jobs there. True, there are lots of
tie
Progressiva Agrkulturut
In the summer ot 1900 I filed on
people looking for them, too.
But
claim on which I am liviug today, anc then, genuine merit, Is bound to sucThe used key Is always the bright
since then I have been studying th ceed, and that's the kind you've got,
climate and the soil of this country the sort with the yellow label on it est
writes E. Rizk of Stanley county and genuine blown in the bottle.
It Is never profitable to set the same
South Dakota, In the Orange Judd Tou'll work like the very dickens, and igg twice.
Farmer. The more I studied the bet save up your money, and get rich, and
Don't flinch, flounder, fall over, but
ter I felt, because it put me in mine then you'll come back and show 'em.
'apple like a man.
of the place where I was born and Tou'll Just show 'em.
Thinking, not drinking, is the, way
; raised, on the farm of
"You'll show 'em. Yes, you will.
Jim Janeen El
vanquish the blues.
Bakka, about 35 miles from Damascus You can't show 'em In Johnnycake
Keep your wits always on .taD no
Syria. In that section many good Corners. Some day when you've got telling when you will need them.
crops are raised without a drop ol so many millions of dollars you don't
A
supply of blessed sunsummer rain. So not long after set know how many you have got and shine plentiful
is one thing which costs noth
tling here I sent to the old
your name is in the papers as often ing.
and got about three pounds of countrj
hamus as Chauncey M. Depew's used to be,
Learn to think Quickly and act
This is a pea that we always depend you go back home on a visit and, one
so that when an emergency
quickly
ed upon for summer crops, and a tabU day, Just for a cod, you stop and see comes
you can meet
the man that fired you. First thing
vegetable.
The individual who is daily cuttlna
By the way, I must tell what ha he'll say Is, 'Nothing today,' and when the most into life is the one
who, in
mus is like, and for what and how you convince him that you aren't pedwill get the most out oi
the
run,
long
It Is used. This plant is a member oi dling anything, and tell him your
the pea family and used practically name, he'll say, oh, .yes, he remembers
The farmer who robs his son of the
the same way for cooking, and
it may you, and come to find out, he isn't you chance to become a better man than
also be roasted and salted or
sugared but your cousin he remembers. And limself is a mighty poor sort of Chrisas peanuts.
In addition it Is fine after you tell him with much detail tian.
feed for horses and hogs, and, in fact what house you used to live In, and
The rule
the

(g
)oteti).

CURES .
RHEUMATISM

The usual cause of Rheumatism is an' excess of uric acid in the
blood which weakens and acidifies this vital fluid, and prevents the
proper amount of nourishment being afforded the muscles, nerves and
tendons. The pains and aches of Rheumatism may be temporarily
relieved by the use of liniments, hot applications, and other external
treatments, but the disease cannot be permanently benefited by such
measures, and is bound to become chronic and dangerous if such
S.S.S. cures Rheumatism in the
things are depended upon alone.
It goes down into the
only way it is possible to cure the disease.
blood, and removes the uric acid from the circulation so that the
nerves, bones, muscles and joints are all lubricated and fed with nourishing matter instead of being constantly irritated and inflamed with
the sharp, acrid impurity. When S.S.S. has cleansed and purified
the blood the pains and aches cease, all inflammation disappears,
stiffened muscles are made supple, and every symptom of Rheumatism
passes away. Book on Rheumatism and medical advice free to all.
S.S.S. is for sale at drugstores.

Have
Your

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, CA.

it

It

for all kinds of live stock. Last spring
about planting time I showed the
pea to my neighbor and gave him c
small package of the seed and asked
him to try it on his place. The bal
ance of the seed I planted myself.
The first lot I seeded May 17, 1910
I planted two rows on a
d
eed bed, placing the seed 18 inches
apart in row with the same distance
between. The other portion of the
aeed I planted on. new breaking; however, this was also well prepared. This
seed was planted the first week oi
June. Both seedings came up about
the same time, as it was cold the latter part of May, and the seed did not
germinate until the weather became
warm. After spring really opened it
did not take long for the plants to
come up, probably from five to eight
days.
After hamus was planted we had no
rain worth mentioning; in fact, we
had only a. light shower about June
20, which was not even enough to settle the dust, and that was the first and
last I received after planting the crop
(Until after harvest
The plants did
splendidly and grew as fast as Russian thistles. The stalks grow much
like the thistle, about 12 to 15 Inches
Jbtgh and about the same in diameter,
jit blossoms and produces pods which
contain one of th$ peas, ordinarily
only one. The seeds are a trifle Targ- than the common garden pea, and
?r a cream-colorehull.
It seems strange that natural salt
accumulates on the plant while green,
and yet it is a fact, and when this is
washed out by rain it delays growth.
The drier the season and the hoter
the weather ' the better the plant
eeems to thrive. It is not affected by
iiot winds, as corn and other grains,
and matures from six to eight weeks
from planting, depending largely upon
the season. I harvested mine while
green last Summer for. table use on
July 5. On August 7 we had a good
rain here, and after that the plants
came up and made more growth the
same as before, but produced little
seed.
I Regarding the
yield per acre of this
crop, I might add that I found from
60 to 160 pods on a plant, and every
pod contained one and sometimes two
seeds. In my estimation hamus will
yield as much as 40 bushels per acre.
My neighbor whom I supplied a
small quantity of seed was well
pleased, and he intends to grow about
40 acres this season.
Many other
farmers here after seeing the plant
'determined to give it a trial, and I
secured seed for them. In all I have
made three imaortations, and shall
I believe
grow about 290 acres
that at least 200 to 500 acres will be
planted in our vicinity. Now as to
the place that hamus will fill in this
country. I believe it will be a good
and semi-ariwest
thing for the 'arid
'
well-worke-

d
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-
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Dairying on High Priced Land.
Dairying is one of the most profitable occupations on high priced land
for the reason that the land will im
prove In productiveness from year to
year ana mere is a unirorm revenue
which will meet current expenses nnd
leave a surplus which is sure to
If the business is conducted with ordinary intelligence.
co-n-

7

e

-

Watch for Lice.
When a snell of bad weather comes
look out for lice. They multiply fast
when hens and chicks nave to be con
fined to their coops much of the time
These pests will soon reduce the vital
1tv nf th liveliest chick ever hatched
so that it will be in good condition to
take gapes or some other ailment.
Small Horse Costs More.
Many farmers believe the upkeep ot
a small horse doing the work of tt
draft horse is less thar that of the
heavier one. Experiments have shown
that a smaller horse will, in a year
consume as much feed as the heavier
one. At the same time the work wil
tell more heavily upon him,
Tlm to Thin Peaches.
The best time to thin peaches is
In the
just when the pit is hardening.
country between ii ana 4U aegrer:
i.titiita thu Is done June 10 to 15
'Further south, of course, the work
should begin earlier.

proves
paryour mother's connections and all, he ticularly when it comesexception,
to enforclna
says: "Oh, yes. Why, certainly. I laws as against "malefactors Of
great
know you like a book. Well, how's
wealth."
things with you? Who you workln'
There may be grave doubts about
for these days?' You'll show 'em."
the basement, but the ground floor ol
success is not crowded, neither is the
room at the top. '
MOSS TO RECLAIM CONTINENT
In everyday life we see men condemning practises or actions of others
Li
Is
Apparently Trivial Object That
when they possess traits of character
able to Change the Face of
equallr subject to criticism.
the Earth.
We may smile at our neiarhhor with
his little
farm across the road
to
as
Agencies apparently so trivial
as we look out on our own spreading
be almost beneath notice have chang
acres, but with some of us the smile
ed, and are now changing, the face would be a
wry one Indeed if we came
of the earth. For instance, so com- to
compare
profits at the end of the
paratively Insignificant a form of veg- year.
etation as moss may not only affect
One reason why too many boys
the aspect of the landscape, but may leave the
farm: A traveler saw a boy
new
a
char
asiBt
in
giving
powerfully
In the hot sun. He
hoeing
potatoes
acter to a continent.
rode up to the fence and asked:
One of the surprising results of
"What do
scientific investigation in Greenland is toes?" Theyou get for hoeinar not.
boy wearily rnHrt
ho
work
of
wonderful
the
the indication
raised his sunburned hand, "Nothing
mosses are performing there. Where if I
do, but hell if I don't."
glaciers have ceased to advance, or
have become "dead," various species
of mosses have found a foothold on ORGANIZE BOYS'
CORN CLUB
them, and gradually over spread them
with a mantle of green. The amount Some Able
Addresses Delivered by
of vegetable matter slowly deposited
Noted Speakers and Much
conby those Greenland mosses is so
Enthusiasm Aroused.
siderable that it has been suggested
that this deposit will be of great im
Permanent oreanization of
portance In the future of that strange wide
Boys' Corn club was effected at
land.
the
State Fair at Dallas the
It is known that in a past geological otherTexas
Fifteen hundred boys
day.
icewas
not
the
Greenland
dreary,
age
came up to the exercises from about
hut
is
It
continent
that
sheeted
today,
25 counties. 19 of which have conntv- a beautiful land, almost tropical in ap- wide
received
organizations, and
pearance in some respects. And if, such an enlarged view ofthey
in the future, geological or astrono- ities it will afford them the possibil
in the immemical causes should bring about a re- diate future as
never known
had
they
turn to the former conditions, when before.
Greenland was really "green," the
Dr. A. S. KnaDn. who has 1a4 iha
rich stores of vegetable matter now work of farm
demonstration In the
the
there
growth South for
through
accumulating
and who was
of mosses amid the ice will give dubbed "themany years
bishop of the Boys' Corn
wealth to the soil of the regenerated
movement," told the boys that
continent Harper's Weekly.
Mr. Colquitt had agreed to award a
state diploma to every boy who raises
100 bushels of corn to the acre, and
Danger In Back Collar Button.
A British scientist has just been that the Federal department of agriculture would
a trip to Washingpointing out the dangers of the high ton to all the give
boys
receiving state dibacK
a
with
connection
collar in
long
collar button, which, through weight plomas and a diploma free from that
also. The house and senof the clothing on the back of the department
ate committees on agriculture have
the
be
deep
imprint
leaving
neck, may
agreed to receive the boys on thntr
In the back of your neck.
arrival
at Washington. Secretary Wil
col
In the first place the tall, stiff
son win ao the same, and it is thought
lar, which almost universally is too that President Taft
will elve the ban
tight, cuts off a certain amount oi an audience also.
hlood from the brain. Many persons
The boys were also enthused by the
who are brain workers will recall the
disnoBition to loosen the neckband declaration of Hon. E. B. Alford of
before settling down to some hard Henderson that in increasing the production of corn they were the
d
'study. It Is an Indication of an
state and society in genblood supply to the brain cells.
eral; of J. A. .Evans state agent, for
sci5a
th,8
however,
VojsJthajL
Louisiana
In tne dementist is telling ST thaf this long onstration and Arkansas
work, that they were makshanked back collar button, under
ing farm life more attractive than the
pressure, of the tight collar or from city; of
Judge Cato Sells of Cleburne,
wolirht of clothine around the neck,
that they were developing Into real
may be exerting dangerous force upon business men in that
they were actual
one of the most sensitive portions oi
and of E. W. Kirkpatrlck
the spinal cord. The medulla of the producers,
of McKInney, president of the Texas
oninoi rnri is secondary only to the
to
it
may paralyze Farmers' congress, that they were the
brain itself. Injury
chief figures in Texas today. ,
the nerve centers which control ine
Permanent organisation was effects
apparatus.
breathing
ed through the. election of the following officers, their names having been
presented by a committee consisting
Fight for Women's Rights.
has of Walter E. Davis of Cleburne and
tso v.m rlub of New Orleansadmit-n
James D. Greer of Nacogdoches, namdecided that if women are not
rhn mpHlcdl school of Tulane ed for this purpose.
President, George Mason of Brono,
university for an uninterrupted four
years course the club will defray an Johnson county; secretary, Alden FulBxnenses incurred In having the ler, Nacogdoches; assistant secretary,
Question passed on by the courts. It Charles Summers, Lindale, Smith
required Several years nara wors county; vice presidents for the varifor the Era club to get the doors of ous committees in which there are
the medical school of Tulane opened county organizations were named as
for women students, with the result follows:
Erath, ; Harvey Winters.
that the first two years are now open Stephenville; Grayson, Hersenal Cook,
Van Alstyne; Upshur. Louis Wilford.
to them.
.
Gilmer; McLennan, Claude Talbert
Eddy; Henderson, John Caldwell,
Still in the Running.
Athens; Bell, Willie Vick, Troy;
Twenty years since we last saw Houston, Luther Lundy, Lovelady;
are
all
Your
other?
daughters
each
Kaufman, John Porter Jr Terrell;
married, I suppose?"
Burleson, Jim Ries, Linis; Walker,
"Yes, all but Freda, the eldest. She Albert Harding, Huntsville; Bosque,
Is waiting a little longer.'
Fliegende Quincy Womack, Clifton;' Collin, Hor
.
Blaetter.
ace C. Yeary, Farmers ville: Red
River, J. Edward Bloodworth, Clarkesville; Nacogdoches, Luther Brown,
A Great Convenience.
Martinsville; Van.Zandt, Osie Short,
"You have placed all the large berGrand Saline; Anderson, Russell, Shir
ries on top!"
"Yes," replied the affable dealer. ley, Palestine; Hamilton, L. E. Pal
"That saves you the trouble of hunt- ladge, Hico; Shelby, Tom Foley,
Timpson.
ing through the box for them."

Wedding Stationery

e

Announcement Cards

One

Engraved Cards

V

of the stirring scenes depicted in the new
serial about to be started in this paper.

No M an9s
jCanci

By Louis
Joseph Vance

Calling Cards
Birth Announcements

Beginning with a murder in New York

a mysterious
Massachusetts
of
island off the coast
where the climax is reached after an exciting trial of brains, strength and resources.
You will enjoy every minute of its reading.
City, the author takes you to

Don't Miss the Opening Chapter
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
John Shank, 513 Douglas avenue,
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

LOCAL NEWS
1

MIL
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j

For TodaJy ahd

Clifford McClanahan Pt.tae RosenIsn't thut iralt ; beer- line at the thal furniture store was the victim
.
.. , .
Opera Bar?
of a serious accident Friday evening
when a piece of furniture fell upon
Mr. McClanahan's toes
Always get the best at Nolette's Ma foot.
barber shop.
were badly mashed. He ia unable
to work and probably will be obliged
Feature program at the Photoplay to take an extended vacation.
tonight. Don't miss it
.
A. H. Jones, formerly chief clerk
Hot lunch every morning at 10 for J. M. Kurn when the latter was
o'clock at the Opera Bar.
superintendent of the New Mexico
division of the Santa Fe with head
Lemon ice cream and cake for quarters here, has been promoted to
desert at White Kitchen tonight.
the positon of chief clerk to Mr.
Kurn, who is now general superin
"The Angel of the Slums." one of tendent of the Western grand divis
ion. For some time Mr. Jones has
Lubln's pathetic dramas, Photoplay
been in La Junta In the employ of
the Santa Fe in a clerical capacity.
Miss Ida Coleman left yesterday Mr. Jones has a large number
for St. Louis to buy her fall stock of friends here who will be glad
learn of his advancement.
millinery.

Julyl7 and 18.

25o

16

lb.

4 10o

Granulated Cane Sugar for
Packages Gloss Starch for

25c
:

25c
15c

(.

Soap for

...

25c

:

25c

7 Bars Lenox Soap for
8 Bars Diamond C Soap

25c

ounces net weight package Macaronnl..
16 ounces net weight Package Vermicelli
16 ounces net weight Package Spaghetti

10c

16

Fancy Picnic Hams,

6

per

10c
13c

lb

122c

v

40c

3lbs. Compound Lard for
6 lbs. Pure Lard for

30c
60c

Lard for

S lbs. Compound

50c

10 lbs. Pure Lard for
10 lbs. Compound

Lard

Juan M. Tapla applied at the court
house . Saturday afternoon for $2 as
bounty on a coyote killed by him near
Blanchard several weeks ago. Tapia
resides in Ribera.

10c

to 8 lbs., average, per lb

Fancy Dry Salt Pork,
3 lbs. Pure Lard for

Carriage goes out to Harvey's Wed
nesday morning. Passengers please
phone orders to Murphey's.

25c

2 Large Bars Ivory Soap

Tar

MAN & GRATJBARTH'S.

,,.$1.00

4 10o Packages Corn Starch for
5 lbs. Bulk Starch
7 Bars

Special new style corsets with hose
supporters, all sizes at 39c at HOFF-

$1.00

17 Ibi. Granulated Beet Sugar for

...$1.20

for...'

95c

3 Cans Farm House Sugar Corn, for
1 dozen cans Farm House 8uga Corn for
2 large Cans Farm House Tomatoes for

25c
95c
25c

dozen Cans Farm House Tomatoes for
White Lily Brand California Tomatoes, per can
Cans for ..:

...$.40

1

10c,

White Horse Brand Gallon Cans pie Apples for
Monarch Brand Gallon Cans Pie Apples for
A Gallon Can Rhubarb for
Gallon Cans Pie Grapes for
Gallon Cans Pie Plums for
'.
Large Cans Table Peaches, pe can
can
Cans
Table
Large
Grapes, per
A Good Roasted Coffe In bulk or Package, per lb
3 Packages Nablscos for
3 Packages City 'Soda Crackers for
3 Packages Dutch Cookies for
4 lbs. Fancy White Beans for.
4 lbs. Imported Pinto Beans for.
....
A quart Mason Jar Chow Chow for
A quart Mason Jar Pickles for
,
Quart Bottle Eagle Brand Catsup
48 lb. Sack Old Homestead High Patent Flour
48 lb. Sack Diamond M High Patent Flour
48 lb. Sack Buffalo Brand High Patent Flour
3 Packages of Jello, any flavor
6 lbs. Fancy Cooking Apples

1

dozen ""'"'

...,.$1.10
30c
40c
'.

25c
30o
30c

.....y

15o

15c
20c
25c

,

25c
"

25c
25c

25c
30c

..30c

,

30c

.....$1.40

.

25c
25c

V

'

IN A

SUPPLY -

Telephone Orders Given Special Attention

ME
PHONE Main

193

or Main

BDfil

7l

194.

Our Store will be
open until 9 p. m. tonight.
N, B.

are

THE BEST PLACE
in Las Vegas to buy
Groceries and Meats
t fHrff

Positively no camptng. fishing or
C.
Rubs KIstler, formerly of Las Vehunting allowed on our ranch.
W. and P. J. Wesner.
gas, is now located at Soda Springs,
Idaho, where he Is associate editor
The Ladies' Aid of the Christian of the Soda Springs Chieftain,, a
church will meet Tuesday afternoon weekly newspaper, of which William
at 2:30 with Mrs. Harper at 423 Tenth H. Hildreth is editor and proprietor.
The Chieftain introduces him thus:
street.
"R. A. KIstler, late of Las Vegas.
A new jail for Guadalupe county is New Mexico, and Muncle, 'Indiana,
to be built at Santa Rosa. It is to who' has had to do with newspapers
and
cost $5,000 and bids are now being nearly all his life, is resting up
In Soda Springs a few
recuperating
Bonds In denomina
advertised for.
his sojourn at this
tions of $500 each and bearing six weeks. During
and pleasure resort, he will
health
percent Interest will be issued to pay
assist in editorial and reportorial
for the structure.
work on the Chieftain, as indicated
by his cognomen floating at its
Word from the
fishing party late Saturday
was that all the members were well
Interest in the union revival meet
and catching more fish than they
ing being conducted at the Baptist
could eat Despite the rain and mud- church continues to
grow. As a redy waters, the trout are biting good sult of the first week of the meeting
and the party is having a splendid there were fourteen additions to the
outing.
various churches participating, yesterday. Last night the Baptist church
"The Insurrectos," a thrilling story was crowded to overflowing and many
of the Mexican war. Photoplay
people were turned awarj The evan
gelist preached a very strong sermon
touching on popular sins and unwhole
A new county road will be built from some amusements and held the close
Santa Rosa on the west side of the attention of
the vast assembly
Pecos river to connect with the old
throughout. The large chorus choir,
Puerto de Luna road at Punta de augmented by a full orchestra of elev
Agua. It Is possible that a convict en pieces, rendered splendid music.
at some The meetings will continue every
camp may be established
on
road
for the
this
point
proposed
night this week. On Tuesday night
purpose of assisting In the construc- the subject as announced is the "Fast
tion work.
Young Woman" and on Wednesday
night Evangelist Stewart will talk
B. V. D. men's underwear, any size about the "Fast
Young Man."
25c per garment at HOFFMAN
'

GRAUBARTH'S.

Tec

THESE ARE MONEY SAVERS. IT WILL PAY TO LAY

Six hundred soldiers of the United
States army, who have been stationed
in Texas and who took part in the recent maneuvers there, passed through
this city today on their way to Fort
P. A. Russell in Wyoming, where they
will be located for some time. The
soldiers traveled in four special trains
the first Of which arrived here this
morning about 11:45. The last o
tbe trains passed through shortly before 5 o'clock. Some of tbe soldiers
were cavalrymen. Their horses were
tranhported in baggage cars.

$1,35.

'

5-- ,

Don'tjFail to Read Ad. on Page 5,

FdDD-

-

To-morro- w

7 lbs. New Potatoes for

MONDAY, JULY 17, 19".

Before a large crowd in the Photo
play theater Saturday night, Fred
Proctor, the Boy Scout who is leading
the walking race from Kansas City to
Los Angeles, sang songs and told the
story of his journey. He made a hit
with his audience and, when he passed his cap, received a collection of
$11.40. Proctor said this was the larg
est amount of money he had made
since leaving Kansas City. He was
deeply appreciative of the sympathy
and assistance given. ,hlm by Las Ve
gas people. Proctor left early yester
He
day morning for Albuquerque.
made a big bunch "of friends here by
his manly appearance, and conversa
tion. Proctor is but 16 years of age.t

We Launder Your

You' re Invited.

33
On all

Have Your House

Wired
lbs. Beet Sugar
lbs. Beet Sugar...

100
16

,.$6.00

Then you can use any of
the modern appliances.

1.00

lb. Cane Sugar
6.20
lbs. Cane Sugar.
1.00
If you intend doing any preserving it will pay you to get a
a supply.
100

.......

16

20 lb. box Good

Large Peaches
Good Cooking Apples

you (he best proposition you
ever heard of on wiring.

.$5

Peaches...$

20 lb. Box

Call up and we will make

T. 1.00

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

04

Good Eating Apples
04
20 lb. box Preserving Plums 1.00

Standard

Hams

17

Standard Bacon
10 b. can Pure Lard
5 lb. can Pure Lard
3 lb. can Pure Lard
10 lb. can Compound Lard. .
6 lb. can Compound Lard..
3 lb.

can Compound Lard..

20

Your Cash Always Counts at
Our Store.

1.10
60
35
.90

For Cash We Make a Difference of

.50

This Pay Day We are Offering Some
LAUNDRY

SUPPLIES

Great

bars Light House Soap $3.00
Bars Light House Soap.. .25

Perry

O

8

Bars Diamond C Soap.
Bars Diamond C Soap...
Boxes Gloss Starch

100
3
4

large Package Pearline..
small Packages Pearline. .
Botles Bluing

6

.....About

Store Phona Main 462

&

Son

Ranch Phono Main 27q

at- -

Off.....

One-Thir- d

3.00
.25

Do

25

Your Trading at Our Store and Save Money all the Time,

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

.20
.25

"Complete Furnishers of the Home."

.25

CEREALS
lbs. Japan Rice
large Pkg. Quaker Oats.
large Pkg. Price's Oats..
Packages Victor Oats

1.00

Packages Price's Oats...
Pkgs. Quaker Corn Flakes
Pkg. Rice Biscuits

.25

20
1
1

3
3
3
1
1
4

Sack

Cream

.25
10

25

Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack

Loaf
1.50

Best that can be made
lb. Sack K. P. Flour...

48

DAYS

25

10

Flour

3

.25

Pkg. Rice Flakes
Pkgs. Corn Starch

48 lb.

3

.25

Pkgs. Vermicelli
Pkgs. Macaroni

1.35

25

3 Pkgs.- -

.25

3

.25

Spaghetti
P.gs. Noodles

Every Sack Guaranteed

.25

Las Vegas

SPECIAL

box, regular

Extra Quality

3

price 50c. $ .40
bars in box

regular price 25c
Extra Quality; 6 for

J

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

.20-

-

20

Plants Ready Now.

nion

Specials in Our Windows

100

JULY AT HARVEY'S
Cool and comfortable.

H. STEARNS

e

THE GRAAF & IIAYWARD CO.

-

10 per cent Every Day in the Year.

.30

Best Quality Toilet Soap.
Extra quality, 1 dozen bars

$4.00 per! 1000.
per
in the city.
Any number delivered free anyv-her-

Men's Suits.

GREENBERGER.

Phone Mailt 81.

100.

Discount

i3

A $25 Suit Costs You Only $16.65,
A $20 Suit Costs You Only $1335,

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

The Most Delicious Celery in the World
Can Be Grown in New Mexico.
50c

GREENBERGER'S

And so on.
You know what That Means
When WE Advertise It.

in

Try Some This Year.

At

WUrn

Negligee Shirts

Lemon ice cream and cake for
desert at White Kitchen tonight.

Party

Hart, Schaffner and "Marx,
Bderheimer Stein, and Michael
Stern furnish the Goods, We
furnish the Entertainment to
the tune'bf

3

n a way that makes them look
much better than Is possible
when theV are sent to a washerwoman, or done at home.
You will. find that we make
them cleaner and whiter.
If
we
wash
them
colored,
thoroughly, put so carefully that the colors stay bright. )
We starch the shirts just
right, so the bosoms ' stay in
place and the neckbands hold
your collars properly. And we
launder the cuffs so they look as
nice as your collar.
Good dressing demands that
your negligee shirt be sent us,
with your other linen.

-

IB SI OSd

1

"Fires of Fate," magnificently staged,
with spectacular effects that reach
the paramount pinnacles of dramatic
art. The most beautiful of all the
beautiful Vestal Virgins loves a Ro
man youth, both are condemned to be
burned to death; they escape the in
furiated pursuers through a subterranean tunnel to life and liberty, one of
Photoplay
Vitagraph's masterpieces,
Theatre tonight.

Good Value

GROCER

..
j

i
j

Excellent home table.
Saddle burros free.
Excursions everywhere."'
Carriage out Wed. and Saturday.
Terms: $2 per day; $10 per week,
Leave orders at Murphey's.

Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the
finest draught beers served over any
bar In the city.
;

Finch

In

the

to you.

Golden Wedding Ryj, aged
Direct from distillery
At the Lobby, of course.

wood.

